WARRANT ARTICLE EXPLANATIONS
FILED BY PETITIONERS FOR THE
MAY 19, 2021 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING

ARTICLE 1
Submitted by: Select Board
Article 20 of the November, 2000 Special Town Meeting requires that this be the first article at
each Annual Town Meeting. It calls for the Select Board to appoint two Measurers of Wood and
Bark.

ARTICLE 2
Submitted by: Human Resources
This article is inserted in the Warrant for any Town Meeting when there are unsettled labor
contracts. Town Meeting must approve the funding for any collective bargaining agreements.

ARTICLE 3
Submitted by: Treasurer/Collector
This article authorizes the Town Treasurer to enter into Compensating Balance Agreements,
which are agreements between a depositor and a bank in which the depositor agrees to maintain a
specified level of non-interest bearing deposits in return for which the bank agrees to perform
certain services for the depositor. In order to incorporate such compensating balance agreements
into the local budget process, the Commonwealth passed a law in 1986 mandating that all such
arrangements be authorized by Town Meeting on an annual basis.

ARTICLE 4
Submitted by: Select Board
Section 2.1.4 of the Town's By-Laws requires that each Annual Town Meeting include a warrant
article showing the status of all special appropriations.

ARTICLE 5
Submitted by: Select Board
This article is inserted in the Warrant for every Town Meeting in case there are any unpaid bills
from a prior fiscal year that are deemed to be legal obligations of the Town. Per Massachusetts
General Law, unpaid bills from a prior fiscal year can only be paid from current year
appropriations with the specific approval of Town Meeting.
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ARTICLE 6
Submitted by: Board of Assessors
This article provides for an increase in the property tax exemptions for certain classes of
individuals, including surviving spouses, the elderly, and the blind and disabled veterans. The
proposed increases, which require annual reauthorizations, have been approved by Town
Meeting continually since FY1989.

ARTICLE 7
Submitted by: Select Board
The appropriation vote for the Driscoll School did not include language allowing the Town to
apply the bond premium received as part of the bond sale to the project. This article allows the
Town to retroactively apply the net premium received from the General Obligation bonds issued
for the Driscoll School project to the costs of the project thereby reducing the overall cost of the
project.

ARTICLE 8
Submitted by: Select Board
This article will authorize the Select Board to accept two interests in real estate from ROSB
Realty LLC and The Residences of South Brookline LLC (collectively, the “Developer”) in
connection with the Developer’s construction of the Residences of South Brookline 40B
development. The conveyance of these two interests by the Developer to the Select Board are
requirements under the Developer’s Comprehensive Permit filed with the Brookline Town Clerk
on February 20, 2015 and recorded with the Norfolk Registry of Deeds on November 1, 2019 in
Book 37307, Page 241 (as modified, the “Comprehensive Permit”), and both interests are
memorialized in corresponding recordable instruments, previously voted on and executed by the
Select Board contingent on subsequent Town Meeting authorization.
The Emergency Access Easement Agreement is a non-exclusive easement allowing fire trucks,
other emergency vehicles and other public emergency apparatus to access a surface parking lot
and appurtenant buildings directly from Thornton Road, as contemplated by Conditions 28 and
43(f) of the Comprehensive Permit.
The restrictive covenant is intended to prohibit construction of any new structures or paved
surfaces not permitted by the Comprehensive Permit on the property shown as Parcels 3A, 3B,
3C and 3D on that certain plan entitled “Hancock Village, Plan of Land in Brookline/Boston,
MA (Norfolk/Suffolk County) Scale 1” = 100’, Date: September 20, 2018 by Precision Land
Surveying, Inc.” recorded with the Norfolk Registry of Deeds at Plan Book 684 of 2019, at Page
61-66, as contemplated by Conditions 17 and 43(f) of the Comprehensive Permit. For ease of
reference, this is the area surrounding the large, multi-family component of the Residences of
South Brookline development as well as the northern edge of Hancock Village.
Copies of the Emergency Access Easement Agreement and the Declaration of Restrictive
Covenant will be posted online alongside the Warrant.
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ARTICLE 9
Submitted by: Advisory Committee
This is the annual appropriations article for FY2022. Included in this omnibus budget article are
operating budgets, special appropriations, enterprise funds, revolving funds, and conditions of
appropriation. This is the culmination of work that officially began with the publication of the
Town Administrator’s Financial Plan on February 16th. The proposed budget has since been
reviewed by numerous sub-committees of the Advisory Committee, the full Advisory
Committee, and the Select Board. The vote ultimately recommended to Town Meeting is offered
by the Advisory Committee.

ARTICLE 10
Submitted by: Deborah Brown and Arthur Conquest
We accept that the funding for these new uses has to come from somewhere. The Town’s
Reserve Fund is one such source. The Reserve Fund is a sum of money appropriated at Town
Meeting to be used at the discretion of the AC in conjunction with Select Board to cover
extraordinary or unforeseen expenses that arise during the fiscal year. The creation and use of the
Reserve Fund is specified in Chapter 40 §6 of the Massachusetts General Laws. More precisely,
the reserve fund is to be used for “...extraordinary or unforeseen expenditures” as
determined by AC. Clearly, a pandemic meets the definition of extraordinary or unforeseen.
The budget amendment moves: ($625,000), which would leave 1,082,228 in the Reserve
Fund.
Brookline Housing Authority
Michael
Executive
90 Longwood Ave #1 Brookline, MA 02446 malperin@brooklinehousing.org

Alperin
Director

ARTICLE 11
Submitted by: Indigenous People Celebration Committee, Maya Norton lead petitioner
This article amends the General By-Laws Section 2.1.11 Town Meeting Procedures to include a
reading of a Land Acknowledgement statement at the beginning of the first or opening session of
any annual or special Town Meeting after the singing of the National Anthem. This
acknowledgement will highlight the devastating impact of settler colonialism in Brookline, as
well as offer recognition of and respect for the Indigenous land that Brookline now occupies, and
acknowledge the atrocities that were perpetrated here.
Why is this important?
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The town we call Brookline occupies the Indigenous land of the Massachusett people, originally
known as Wôpanahkeeut or Dawnland.
We, as Brookline residents, need to acknowledge that we have not properly learned the history of
the early years of the founding of what is now the United States, that included the genocide and
the attempt at the total annihilation of Indigenous peoples and their cultures. This is an
uncomfortable history for many of us. Reconciling with our past and adding the voices of those
who have been long ignored and silenced is important for all of us. The land our town now
occupies was the home of Indigenous peoples for thousands of years before Europeans made
their first landfall in the “New World” and began the appropriation of Indigenous land.
We need to recognize that the forced removal of the original occupants of the land paved the way
for large tracts of land that were subsequently used for farming. Such lands needed many
laborers, thus, leading to enslavement of both Native peoples and Africans, but mainly Africans
since the Native population had in large part been killed or forcibly expelled and could not be
pressed into slavery.
Here in Brookline, seven Indigenous people and approximately 83 Africans were enslaved. In
addition, many members of the town profited greatly from trade with the Caribbean colonies
where large numbers of people of African descent were enslaved to provide the labor needed on
the sugar plantations. The sugar crop was so lucrative that plantation owners in the Caribbean
did not want to grow their own food crops and relied on the importation of food from the
Colonies, including Massachusetts. In addition, there were those in Brookline, as well as New
England as a whole, who were engaged in the kidnapping, imprisoning and selling of human
beings.
Colonial records in the Brookline library document some of the areas within Brookline where
Native peoples lived. The historical record documents that seven Native men were sold into
slavery in the Caribbean by members of the Brookline community. Their wives were given the
choice of remaining enslaved here or accompanying their husbands to the Caribbean to be
enslaved there with no assurance that they would be allowed to remain together. It is of note that
the average remaining life span of the enslaved in the Caribbean was short, on the order of seven
years.
How do we reconcile the history of our past with our vision of ourselves and our best
intentions?
As is true for the history of the United States, the history of Brookline has only recently started
to acknowledge that there were people living on this land prior to the arrival of the immigrants
from Europe. Due to this recent acknowledgement, the Brookline School Committee and the
School Department, following the lead of Students Against Institutional Racism, have been
updating the history curriculum for almost three years to reflect this new interest in exploring a
fuller understanding of our collective past. Only when our whole community embraces the harsh
truths of our past, can we, as a collective society, move forward to create together a more just
and inclusive future.

ARTICLE 12
Submitted by: Mike Toffel, TMM 8 and Neil Gordon, TMM1
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The Combined Reports include recommendations from the Select Board, Advisory Board, and
many other Boards, Committees, and Commissions to inform Town Meeting Members about
warrant articles. Just as the Select Board and Advisory Committee are required by the Town’s
bylaws to include roll call votes in their recommendations in the Combined Reports, and the
School Committee routinely does so, this article calls for all of the Town’s boards, committees,
and commissions to do so. This includes, for example, recommendations issued by boards
appointed by the Select Board, committees appointed by the Moderator, and the School
Committee and Board of Library Trustees elected by voters. It also calls on all of these bodies,
when issuing a minority report, to list the members supporting the minority report.
The rationale supporting this article are much the same as those justifying Article 30 in the 2020
Special Town Meeting that called for requiring all Advisory Committee recommendations
(except unanimous ones) to include recorded votes, and which passed Town Meeting by a wide
margin (203 yes vs 17 no, with 8 abstentions):




Town Meeting and the public have the right to know how the members of the town’s
boards, committees, and commissions have voted on the recommendations presented.
Knowing the vote of each member of these bodies can provide additional contextual
information that can be valuable to Town Meeting Members.
This would further increase transparency and help Town Meeting to make the best
decision possible on each Article in the Warrant.

This article does not provide an exemption for unanimous votes. Why? Because recording the
votes of each member--even when votes are unanimous--creates a public record documenting the
votes. Providing an exemption for unanimous votes would require anyone seeking to learn who
actually voted for each recommendation to obtain historical records to learn (1) who the
members were of a particular board, committee, or commission at a particular moment of time,
(2) the date of the particular meeting at which the vote was taken; (3) obtain access to meeting
minutes to learn which members attended that meeting, and who cast a vote or abstained; such a
process imposes too much of a burden on the public merely seeking transparency, and such
records are difficult to access.
This proposal deletes from the third paragraph of Section 2.5.2 “and shall include, with each
recommendation of the Advisory Committee such information as is required by Article 2.2.6
Recorded Votes” because that section becomes redundant should this proposal pass.
This proposal deletes from the Advisory Committee section of the bylaws, Section 2.2.6
Recorded Votes subsections (i) and (ii), the exemptions from recording unanimous votes, for
these reasons—and to align its terms with Section 2.5.2.
Moreover, this proposal widens the scope of Section 2.2.6(i) by deleting “the Town”, thereby
requiring recorded votes for all recommendations Advisory Committee makes. It also adds a
requirement that such recorded votes should be included in the meeting minutes.

ARTICLE 13
Submitted by: Mariah Nobrega on behalf of the Commission for Diversity Inclusion &
Community Relations
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The CDICR requests additional time to complete the revision of the bylaw as contemplated by
Town Meeting in its approval of Warrant Article 24 from the Fall 2019 Special Town Meeting,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The request is made to extend the deadline by one full year,
though less time will hopefully be needed. The only change that has been made to this Warrant
Article from the one approved by Town Meeting in Fall 2019 is the modification of the
applicable date, from July 1, 2021 to July 1, 2022. Section 3.14.8 was not in the language
presented at Town Meeting but was in the official form of the petition submitted for approval to
the Attorney General by the Town Clerk.

ARTICLE 14
Submitted by: Moderator’s Committee on Short-Term Rentals. Paula Friedman, chair

Summary
The Moderator’s Committee on Short-Term Rentals is submitting three Warrant Articles for the
May 2021 Annual Town Meeting. These Articles are much-revised versions of Articles 9, 10,
and 11 from the November 2020 Town Meeting. The committee revised the Articles to address
questions and concerns raised by Town Meeting members and Brookline residents. The Articles
would amend the zoning and general by-laws to allow short-term rentals in all zoning districts.
Short-term rentals would be defined as rentals for 27 or fewer consecutive days. Short-term
rental units could be rented for up to 90 days per year. Operators would be required to be
permanent residents and to own the rented units, but they would not be required to be present
while the unit was being rented. The Articles would all require that operators obtain a certificate
from the Town, that units be inspected to ensure health and safety, and that operators confirm
that rental of the unit is consistent with any relevant condominium association by-laws.
The committee’s recommendations are intended to allow the safe operation of short-term rentals
in Brookline, to prevent the operation of large numbers of investor-owned professionally
managed short-term rental units, and to minimize any negative impact on Brookline residents.

Background
Short-Term Rentals (STRs) are a relatively new concept. Although for many decades some
Brookline homeowners may have rented rooms to short-term paying guests, in recent years STRs
have become more numerous and more prominent as a result of the convenience of online
booking platforms. The best-known of these platforms is Airbnb, although many others exist,
including VRBO, booking.com, and Homeaway.
Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, Brookline’s Department of Planning and Community
Development estimated that 300–400 STRs were operating in Brookline. Subsequent data
provided by the Massachusetts Department of Revenue (DOR)1 indicates that approximately 265
operators have registered with the DOR to operate a short-term rental in Brookline. Presently, the
operation of an STR in Brookline is prohibited because Short-Term Rental is not explicitly listed
in the Zoning By-Law’s Table of Use Regulations (Table 4.07). Table 4.07 is used by the
1

On January 25, 2021, the deputy town administrator provided the Moderator’s Committee with an XLS file entitled
“short term rentals registered in brookline.xls” that was produced by the Department of Revenue.
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building commissioner to determine what is allowed. Enforcement is currently handled by the
Building Department on a complaint-driven basis and some STRs have been shut down as a
result. It is important to note that a lawsuit has been filed challenging how the building
commissioner and Zoning Board of Appeals have interpreted the Zoning By-Law as it pertains to
Short-Term Rentals in Brookline. If this lawsuit prevails without Brookline having Short-Term
Rental regulations in place, Short-Term Rentals will become an as-of-right use in Brookline.

The November 2020 Special Town Meeting
Following a year-long public process conducted by the Planning Department, the Select Board
initially placed Articles that included comprehensive Short-Term Rental regulations on the
Warrant for the May 2020 Annual Town Meeting. Given the number of Warrant Articles and the
difficulty of holding a virtual Town Meeting, these Articles were deferred until the November
2020 Town Meeting Warrant in the form of Warrant Articles 9, 10, and 11. The Articles were
substantively revised by the Advisory Committee. The Select Board, Planning Board, and
Housing Advisory Board voted to recommend Favorable Action on the motions offered by the
Advisory Committee. The November 2020 Town Meeting voted to refer Articles 9, 10, and 11 to
a Moderator’s Committee for further revision and resubmission to the subsequent Town
Meeting. During the Town Meeting debate, several questions were raised, including how
enforcement would take place if the short-term rental regulations did not pass, whether the
operator of a short-term rental should be required to be present during a rental, and if the
definition of a short-term rental as a rental of fewer than 31 days would inadvertently prohibit
month-by-month leases, given that some months have fewer than 31 days.

The Moderator’s Committee on Short-Term Rentals
After the November 2020 Special Town Meeting voted to refer the subject matter of Articles 9,
10, and 11 to a Moderator’s Committee the Moderator appointed a committee and provided the
committee with the following charge:
Your objective should be to propose a new warrant article for the 2021 ATM that will seek to
establish a reasonable framework for the regulation of short-term rentals in the Town and that
will assimilate the best thinking of the Advisory Committee and Planning Department and meet
at least the major objections that have been raised regarding these rentals.
The committee adhered to the Moderator’s charge, although it found it necessary to propose
more than one Warrant Article. Given that the committee had only approximately two months to
conduct its work, consisted of six volunteers, and had minimal staff support, it did not engage in
a major new data-gathering effort or conduct surveys. Instead, the committee built on the
previous efforts of the Department of Planning and Community Development and the various
boards and committees that reviewed and revised Articles 9, 10, and 11 for the November 2020
Town Meeting. The committee used the motions offered by the Advisory Committee under those
three Articles as a starting point for drafting Warrant Articles for the May 2021 Annual Town
Meeting.
The committee met 10 times. It held an organizational meeting on December 10 and held
substantive meetings on January 6, 13, 20, and 27, and February 3, 10, 15, 17, and 24. The
January 13 meeting was a public hearing.
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The committee examined how neighboring communities such as Boston, Cambridge, and
Newton regulate short-term rentals. It reviewed data on the number of short-term rental units in
Brookline that have been registered with the Department of Revenue. It received input from
Town staff, including Deputy Town Administrator Melissa Goff, Building Commissioner Dan
Bennett, Transportation Administrator Todd Kirrane, Assistant Director for Regulatory Planning
Polly Selkoe, and First Assistant Town Counsel Patty Correa. The Committee expresses its
sincere appreciation for the information and advice provided by these Town officials and also for
the essential assistance provided by Zoning Coordinator/Planner Monique Baldwin, Kate
McGillivray in the Select Board’s Office, and Devon Fields, administrative services director in
the Select Board’s Office.
The committee devoted most of its time to an in-depth line-by-line review of the provisions of
the Advisory Committee motions under Articles 9, 10, and 11 from the November 2020 Town
Meeting. Its deliberations focused on revising some of those provisions to address potential
objections so as to generate Warrant Articles that would be likely to receive widespread support
at the May 2021 Annual Town Meeting.
The minutes, recordings, and other documents of the Moderator’s Committee are available at:
https://www.brooklinema.gov/1863/Moderators-Committee-on-Short-Term-Renta
The committee received much public input at its public hearing on Wednesday, January 13,
2021, and in emails from residents, STR operators, and condominium associations. Letters
received
by
the
committee
can
be
viewed
here:
https://www.brooklinema.gov/DocumentCenter/View/23561/Public-Comment-letters-to-theShort-Term-Rentals-Committee-Vol-1
The following is summary of the concerns raised by the public and committee members:
First, there was a category of comments that focused on the impact that STRs have on quality of
life. These included issues related to noise, traffic, parking violations, and diminished sense of
community. Some letters and emails questioned whether the Town had sufficient enforcement
resources to respond to these problems.
Second, residents of condominium associations raised concerns about transient activity in their
buildings, increased insurance, maintenance, and shared utility costs (e.g., from frequent washing
of sheets and towels) that were borne in part by other owners. This group also urged the
committee to propose regulations that would require STR operators to obtain the consent of their
condominium associations before the Town issued a certificate of operation.
Third, there was feedback that the proposed regulations were too restrictive, violated the
constitutional rights of condominium owners, restricted access by families looking to stay in
STRs, and would prevent some residents from earning supplemental income that would help
them afford to continue to live in Brookline. Some letters argued that STRs created few problems
or disruptions in Brookline’s neighborhoods and that any such concerns could be addressed by
appropriate regulations.
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The Moderator’s Committee recognized that short-term rentals have possible advantages and
disadvantages. These are generic pros and cons and not necessarily the consequences of the
regulations being proposed for Brookline by this committee.
The possible advantages of STRs include:






Rental income that enables residents to afford the high cost of living in Brookline,
including housing costs and local taxes. The homeowners who rely on STRs to
supplement their income include seniors and other residents who may live on fixed
incomes or have experienced reduced wages.
Tax revenue for the Town. Brookline receives a 6% local room occupancy excise tax on
short-term rentals and could impose a 3% additional community impact fee on some
short-term rentals. In fiscal year 2020 short-term rental revenue was $434,734,
although the Covid-19 pandemic has almost certainly temporarily depressed revenues.
The committee acknowledges that imposing fewer restrictions on short-term rentals
could substantially increase the amount of revenue that the town receives. Any
additional revenue is welcome at a time that the Town faces a fiscal year 2022 budget
that is constrained by reduced revenues and increased costs associated with Covid-19,
as well as a long-term structural budget deficit.
Additional customers for local businesses, particularly restaurants, bars, and some retail
stores. Many of these establishments have been struggling due to the Covid-19
pandemic.

The possible disadvantages of STRS include:





Reduction in the quality of life for residents due to noise, congestion, loss of privacy, and
a reduced sense of community.
Change in the character of neighborhoods due to the reduction in the number of
residential units occupied by permanent residents and the increase in the number of
units occupied by short-term visitors. As more residential units have transient occupants,
the sense of community declines. Short-term visitors are also less likely to patronize
businesses that cater to long-term residents, including, for example, hardware stores
and dry cleaners.
Reduction in the available housing stock due to conversion of residential units from longterm occupancy to short-term rentals. It is difficult to estimate the potential increase in
rents that would result from removing residential units from the housing inventory, but
a reduction in the number of residential units could increase rents in Brookline. Market
forces also might drive long-term rents up to a level comparable to rents for short-term
rentals.

The committee considered these advantages and disadvantages and strove to offer a balanced set
of recommendations. The committee was particularly concerned about protecting Brookline’s
inventory of long-term housing from being converted into STRs by investors and professional
operators. The committee recognized that Brookline’s housing inventory is less likely to be
reduced when a homeowner decides to rent one or more unused bedrooms as STR units. The
committee thus retained the proposed zoning and general by-law amendments that would make it
harder for large numbers of investor-owned STRs to operate in Brookline. These regulations
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include the requirement that the unit being rented is owned by the operator and that the unit is the
operator’s primary residence. These provisions replicate what Boston has done to protect its
long-term housing inventory from short-term rental conversion.2
Overall, the committee agreed that the operation of STRs should be safe, monitored, and limited
in its negative externalities. The provisions of the three proposed Warrant Articles accomplish
these goals by establishing regulations for appropriate certification and oversight of STRs. They
also ensure that the operation of STRs will not greatly reduce the availability of long-term
housing units—by prohibiting professionally managed STRs, prohibiting units restricted for
below market-rate housing from operating as STRs, and allowing only owner-occupied units to
operate as STRs.

The Recommendations of the Moderator’s Committee
The Moderator’s Committee is recommending three Warrant Articles for the May 2021 Annual
Town Meeting. These Articles, designated as Articles 14, 15, and 16 in this explanation, roughly
correspond to the Articles considered by the November 2020 Special Town Meeting: Article 9
(zoning); Article 10 (regulations); and Article 11 (enforcement). The provisions of each of the
former Articles have, however, been revised extensively.

Summary of the Three Warrant Articles
Article 14 – Defines Short-Term Rentals (“not more than 27 consecutive calendar days”) and
other related terms, requires that a short-term rental unit must be the primary residence of the
operator, specifies that STR operators must own the units they rent out, and adds Short-Term
Rentals as an allowed use in all residential and business districts in the Table of Use Regulations
of the Zoning By-law.
Article 15 – Creates detailed regulations allowing Short-Term Rentals under a specific set of
circumstances and establishes policies and procedures that operators must follow. The following
are some of the key provisions:








Short-term rental operators would be required to apply for and receive a certificate of
registration and to show proof that the unit is their primary residence.
The Select Board would issue regulations for the implementation of the by-law and
those regulations could include a cap on the number of certificates of registration
issued.
Inspections by the Health, Building, and Fire Departments would be required before a
certification of registration is issued and could be conducted upon renewal or at other
times.
Units cannot be subject to any local, state, or Federal, income eligible or income
restricted program that is designated as below market rate housing.
All accommodations would have to comply with building, fire, and health codes.

2

These regulations do not address lodging houses (including those that operate as bed and breakfasts and inns), that
offer rooms and units on platforms such as Airbnb and HomeAway. Existing by-law provisions would apply to these
establishments.
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Occupancy would be limited to two guests per bedroom, with a cap of four guests in a
multi-unit building and six in a single-unit building.
STR operators would be required to provide a signed certification that the relevant
condominium association consents to the use of the unit as a short-term rental.
The operator also would need to certify that the operation of the STR unit complies with
all condominium documents.
Operators would be required provide 24/7 emergency contact information.
The Select Board would inform abutters when a certification of registration is issued.
A list of short-term rental units and violations would be posted on the Town website.
Certifications of registration would be revoked if three violations are issued in a twelvemonth period.
Commercial uses and rentals for fewer than twenty-four hours would be prohibited.
There would be a $300 fine for violations of the by-law.

Article 16 – Establishes the building commissioner, director of health and human services, the
fire chief, and the town administrator as enforcement agents.
The by-law amendments in all three Articles would take effect on January 1, 2022.
The following table summarizes the key provisions of the proposed Warrant Articles and how
they differ from the provisions of Articles 9, 10, and 11 of the November 2020 Town Meeting.

Regulation
STR Zoning Districts

November 2020
Warrant Articles
All

Amended by STR
Committee

Recommendation
by
Moderator’s Committee
All

Operator must own unit and unit
must be primary residence
Operator Present During Rental

Yes

Yes

Required

Yes

Not Required

Maximum Rental Duration

31

Yes

27

Number of Guests

2 Rooms 4 Guests

Yes

Certification of Condo Unit Use

Yes

Certification of Condo Unit Use in
Association of 4 Units or Less
Inspection of Unit

Certified by Condo
Association
Certification by All
Owners
Required Prior to
Initial Issuance of
Certificate

Multi-Unit
Dwelling
2
Bedrooms, 4 Guests. SingleUnit Dwelling 3 Bedrooms, 6
Guests
Certified
by
Condo
Association and Applicant
Regulation Eliminated

Number of Rental Days Per Year

90

Commercial Meetings and Uses
Select Board May Issue Regulations
To Implement By-Law Including
Cap on # of STRs including by
Zoning District
Fine

Yes
Yes

Required Prior to Initial
Issuance.
Discretion of
Building Commissioner at
Renewal
90

Prohibited

Yes

Only
Commercial
Prohibited.

Yes

Yes

Example of Caps by Zoning
District Eliminated

$300

$300
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Uses

Appeal Process
Advertisers Must Provide Operator
Information to the Town
Active STR Certificates Published
on Town Website
STR Violations Published on Town
Website
Abutters within 300’ Notified within
15 Days of Issuance of Certificate
Certificate Revoked for 3 Violations
in 12 Month Period. Select Board
Public Hearing to Reinstate
Regulations enforced by Building
Commissioner, Director of Health
and Human Services, Fire Chief,
Town Administrator and Police

Defined by Select
Board
Required

Yes
Yes

A Default Process Has Been
Added to the Regulations
Provision Eliminated

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Key Issues and How the Committee Addressed Them
The Moderator’s Committee agreed on many aspects of the three Warrant Articles. It recognized,
however, that on some questions there were important potential differences of opinion within the
committee, within Town Meeting, and within Brookline more generally. The committee’s
deliberations focused on these issues:
Whether the STR Operator Must Be Present During a Rental
Article 10 from the November 2020 Town Meeting would have required the STR operator to be
present during a rental. During the debate, Town Meeting members pointed out that Brookline
residents often rent their residences while they are away for a week or two. The committee
received similar comments from the public. Reflecting the fact that rentals by temporarily absent
owners are common, the committee did not include this requirement in its proposed Warrant
Articles.
Whether Renters (Tenants) Could Rent Out Their Units as Short-Term Rentals
The committee decide to retain the requirement that STR operators must be owners of the units
they rent out as STRs. Although this may seem unfair to renters who are attempting to
supplement their income, the committee felt that allowing renters to be STR operators would
make it impossible to distinguish between a renter supplementing their income and a renter who
has been installed by an investor to operate an STR. The committee believed that following
Boston’s approach in this regard would make the most sense.

The Maximum Duration of a Short-Term Rental Stay
Article 9 from the November 2020 Town Meeting set 31 days as the maximum duration of a
short-term rental stay. Longer rentals would not be regarded as short-term rentals. Some Town
Meeting members pointed out that this provision would classify month-to-month rentals as shortterm rentals, because some months have fewer than 31 days. For those months, at least, the
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regulations for short-term rentals would apply to longer-term rentals. The committee is therefore
proposing that short-term rental stays be defined as stays of 27 days or fewer.
How Many Guests Should be Allowed to Stay in A Short-Term Rental
Article 10 from the November 2020 Town Meeting would have set a limit of two rooms and four
guests. Members of the public and STR operators pointed out that this limit was too low,
especially for single-family houses, and would make it difficult for some families to stay in
STRs. On the other hand, the committee heard concerns that STRs rented by large groups could
become “party houses.” The committee attempted to strike a balance by increasing the limits to
two guests per room, with a maximum of four guests in a multi-unit dwelling and six in a singleunit dwelling.
Whether All Owners in Condominium Associations with Four or Fewer Units Must Agree to
Allow Short-Term Rentals
One of the most controversial provisions of Article 10 of the November 2020 Town Meeting was
the requirement that all owners of condominium associations with fewer than four units must
consent to the STR use of any unit. This provision reflected concerns that STRs in smaller
buildings, particularly those that were built before modern sound-deadening techniques were
introduced, are more likely to generate noise or otherwise adversely affect other residents. On the
other hand, some commenters raised the point that it would be unfair to give one condominium
owner a veto over the operation of an STR unit in their building or association.
After much discussion, the committee decided to delete this provision and to apply the same
standard to all condominium associations.
Whether STR Operators Must Obtain the Consent of Their Condominium Associations
This was one of the most difficult issues addressed by the committee. Opinions differ on this
question, both among the committee members and in the Brookline community more generally.
The Warrant Article proposed by the committee includes a requirement that condominium
owners obtain certification from their condominium association that it consents to STR use. The
arguments for this provision include that the condominium association is in the best position to
inform the town that the use of the unit is permitted by the association; that the provision keeps
the Town out of the decision making of the condominium association; and that Cambridge has
been requiring a similar provision of condominium associations in that city for three years.
The arguments against this provision include that the requirement places an unfair burden on the
applicant; that the condominium association may delay or hold back consent even though STRs
are not prohibited by condominium by-laws; and that the Town is interfering in the decisionmaking process of the condominium association by requiring association consent. One
commenter submitted legal contentions from a law school faculty member and an attorney that
the provision may be unconstitutional. (Town Counsel’s office advised that the arguments are
untested.).
Whether STR Platforms Such as Airbnb Should be Required to Share Information
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Committee members regarded this provision as very difficult to implement, a duplication of
information that could be obtained by the Department of Revenue, and a possible invasion of
privacy. It was therefore deleted from the proposed Warrant Articles.
The Requirement for Inspections
To ensure safe operation of STRs, the proposed Articles require health, safety, and fire
inspections. There has been some doubt about whether the Town will have sufficient staff to
conduct these inspections in a timely manner. Members of the committee expressed concern that
issuance of a certificate might be delayed while the operator waited weeks or months for the
required inspections. The committee decided that inspections should be required before an STR
unit obtains a certificate of operation. The word “shall” therefore appears in the Article 15
provisions regarding inspections prior to the issuance of a certificate. The committee decided that
inspections need not be required in all cases of STR renewals. The word “may” therefore appears
in the Article 15 provisions regarding inspections in connection with renewal of a certificate.
Whether to Allow Commercial Meetings and Uses in STR Units
The committee discussed whether to prohibit commercial meetings, commercial uses, or both in
short-term rental units. There was concern that commercial activity could be disruptive in a
residential area. The committee also recognized that social events might be hosted by businesses
in short-term rentals (e.g., a cocktail party in a house rented by a law firm in connection with a
major golf tournament). The committee decided that it would be difficult to prevent commercial
meetings, such as a social event or a one-on-one discussion between an author and their agent, in
short-term rentals. It concluded that commercial uses, such as using an STR unit as a “pop-up”
business could be more disruptive to abutters. Article 15 thus bans commercial uses but does not
ban meetings.
Whether to Allow Rentals for Fewer Than Twenty-Four Hours
Article 15 would prohibit STRs for periods of fewer than twenty-four hours. The committee did
not want to encourage the use of STRs for business activities associated with the rental of rooms
by the hour.

Fines
Article 15 would impose a $300 fine for violations of the proposed short-term rental by-law. The
committee considered options for allowing warnings to be issued for some first offenses, but,
after receiving input from Town Counsel, decided that it would be unwise to use language (e.g.,
“may be imposed”) that would grant excessive discretion to enforcing authorities.

Issues and Choices for the May 2021 Annual Town Meeting
By a vote of 5–1, the Moderator’s Committee decided to place the three Articles on the Warrant
for the May 2021 Annual Town Meeting.
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The Committee took into account the legal requirement that the type of amendment to the zoning
by-law that is proposed in the first Article must be adopted by a two-thirds vote of Town
Meeting. (As a result of recent changes in Massachusetts state law, some types of zoning
amendments now require only a simple majority vote in Town Meeting. The zoning amendments
proposed by the Moderator’s Committee are not in this category.)
Members of the Moderator’s Committee were aware that it might be difficult to achieve a twothirds majority in favor of any Warrant Article that included zoning amendments regarding
short-term rentals. The committee agreed that it would be better to have clear zoning and general
by-laws regarding short-term rentals than to have no by-laws and potential uncertainty. The
Articles placed on the Warrant by the committee thus incorporate a number of compromises and
were drafted with the objective of winning support from a large majority of Town Meeting.
The committee also took into account the possibility that the Massachusetts attorney general
could rule that some provisions of these Warrant Articles are invalid because they are
inconsistent with state law. The committee also recognized that some provisions could be
challenged by lawsuits filed against the Town of Brookline and struck down by court decisions.
Because the law regarding short-term rentals is new and evolving, it is difficult to predict which,
if any, provisions of the by-law amendments in the Warrant Articles would be vulnerable to
successful legal challenges or adverse court rulings. To address this concern, two of the proposed
Warrant Articles contain severability clauses that state that the remaining portions of the by-law
amendments would remain in effect even if some portions were found to be invalid by the
attorney general or a court of competent jurisdiction. Note, however, that these severability
clauses could create a situation in which one or more important provisions were removed from
the overall set of regulations voted by Town Meeting, leaving the other provisions in effect.
The Moderator’s Committee was aware of how the language of a Warrant Article determines the
scope of the Article and the range of possible amendments that would be allowed by the
Moderator. The committee consulted with Moderator Gadsby and attempted to draft Warrant
Articles for which several important potential amendments would be within the scope of the
Article. In particular, the committee tried to ensure that Town Meeting could consider various
amendments that would change any requirement that an STR operator obtain the approval of the
relevant condominium association.
These Articles allow and regulate a new use in Brookline. There is no guarantee that the past
approach to determining which amendments will be allowed will be followed by a new
Moderator. Attempts to amend the Warrant Articles will raise important questions about which
amendments are within the scope of the article. The new Moderator elected to serve at the May
2021 Annual Town Meeting may or may not allow amendments and motions depending on the
Moderator’s judgment of what is within the scope of the Article.
If Town Meeting members feel that the Articles are too permissive, they could move
amendments that would, for example, prohibit STRs in certain zoning districts, reduce the
maximum days per year that a unit can be rented as an STR, or defer the January 1, 2022
effective date of the by-law amendments, as the Moderator may deem within the scope of the
original Article.
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If Town Meeting members feel that the Articles are unnecessarily restrictive, that these
restrictions will result in the inability of homeowners to continue their practice of earning a
sufficient income from their units, and that the negative externalities of STRs need not be severe,
they could move amendments that would delete requirements that STR operators demonstrate
that short-term rentals are not prohibited by the relevant condominium association by-laws. To
reduce the risk that issuance of a certificate to operate an STR might be delayed because an
inspection could not be carried out promptly, an amendment might relax the inspection
requirements by substituting “may” for “shall” in the by-law provisions that call for inspections
of STRs.

ARTICLE 15
Submitted by: Moderator’s Committee on Short-Term Rentals. Paula Friedman, chair
Please see description under Article 14.

ARTICLE 16
Submitted by: Moderator’s Committee on Short-Term Rentals. Paula Friedman, chair
Please see description under Article 14.

ARTICLE 17
Submitted by: Susan Roberts, TMM2 and Maureen Coffey, TMM5
Need for a Balanced Approach: That the operation of Short-Term Rentals (STRs) in Brookline
has generated heated debate on several issues is understandable given that (i) an overreaching set
of regulations would unnecessarily restrict Brookline residents from being able to derive valued
and needed income, in some cases income that allows them to make ends meet, and (ii)
inadequately protective regulations may result in neighbors’ being subjected to potential
nuisance incidents from undue noise, unkept trash, illegally parked cars, and the like. Given
these important financial and quality of life implications, a balance in the regulations needs to be
carefully found which this Warrant Article reflects.
Understanding the Landscape and Broadening the Debate: Petitioners’ purpose in bringing this
alternative Warrant Article is to ensure that Town Meeting may have a broad and informed
debate of controversial issues in order to strike the regulations’ proper balance. Unfortunately,
because of limitations already included in the Moderator’s Committee Warrant Article, such a
broad debate likely cannot occur given Town Meeting’s rules that generally prohibit
consideration of amendments allowing for more permissive (albeit adequately protective)
provisions.
A broader debate also relies on informed decisionmakers having an understanding of the nature
and extent of STRs already operating in Brookline. To date, there has been little to no reliable
investigation of such STRs, nor of any complaints regarding them. To the extent feasible,
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Petitioners plan to review available and pertinent information concerning current STRs in Town
and present relevant findings to Town Meeting to encourage constructive discussion.
In a Nutshell, the Issues for Discussion:
Three (3) core issues expose the differences between the Warrant Articles and raise these
questions:
1. Should there be a maximum number of people allowed in a STR unit? If so, on what
criteria should that maximum be based to insure the limit is reasonable given the real
potential harm?
2. Should there be a limit on the number of days a STR host may offer or rent their STR
unit? If so, what is the justification for such a limit given actual potential harm?
3. For a STR within a condominium, where the condominium’s governing documents
contain no such requirement, should the STR host be required to obtain the condominium
association’s written consent? If so, what is the Town’s public purpose in effecting
changes to unit owners’ real property interests, and how can the Town ensure that the
rights of a STR host are not chilled?
Three (3) other important issues (with less controversy) raise the following questions:
a. Should we require STR hosts to notify abutters within 300 feet of their unit when doing
so (i) may be unduly burdensome, especially in the case multi-family buildings, (ii) is not
required by the Town in other types of similar applications for a certificates of
registration, and (iii) likely will serve only to create and fan flames of unnecessary and
unwanted conflict among neighbors?
b. To avoid unduly burdening Town departments or delaying issuance of certificates of
registration, should Town departments have discretion to make inspections of STR units
as necessary or appropriate, where such inspections are not required of residential rentals
of 28 days or longer?
c. Should we include basic principles of due process in the issuance of violations and fines
so that STR hosts are given written notice of any problems or complaints with rights to
cure and address problems?
Petitioners’ Warrant Article answers these questions with regulations that balance the rights
of the Town, STR hosts, neighbors, taxpayers and other residents of Brookline.

ARTICLE 18
Submitted by: Preservation Commission

Report of the Preservation Commission to Extend the Boundaries of the
Lawrence Local Historic District Spring 2021
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At its meeting on December 8, 2020, the Preservation Commission received a petition signed by
a group of neighbors, who live on Kent Street, requesting that their neighborhood be included in
the Lawrence Local Historic District, established in 2011. The genesis of the petition was the
continued development pressure along Kent Street, specifically the proposed demolition of two
historically significant buildings at 116 Colchester and 295 Kent Street in August 2020. The
Commission voted to act as the study committee for the proposal and to work with a consultant,
neighbors, and preservation planners on a preliminary study report, as required by M.G.L.
Chapter 40C.
A preliminary study report was prepared by consultant Shantia Anderheggen which describes the
historical, architectural, and cultural significance of the residential neighborhood that includes
parts of Kent Street and Colchester Street. The proposed extension adds seven properties to the
district, including 116 Colchester Street, 282, 287-289, 288, 294, 295 and 300 Kent Street. All
seven properties are listed in the Longwood National Register District. The variety of style
buildings date between ca. 1870 and ca. 1935 and include Second Empire (or Mansard), Colonial
Revival, Victorian, and Tudor Revival styles. The area represents the later 19th century style of
property development as well as the type of speculative property development and subdivision of
larger estate properties that began to occur in the first few decades of the 20th century, and
accelerated in the mid-century in Brookline.
Based on the conclusions in the report, the Brookline Preservation Commission voted at its
December 29, 2020 meeting to accept the preliminary study report for submission to the
Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) and the Brookline Planning Board as required by
M. G. L. Chapter 40C. It was accepted on December 30, 2020.
At the Public Hearing held on Monday, March 1, 2021, to satisfy the requirements of Chapter
40C, the Commission voted to accept the preliminary study report as final. Additionally, a
neighborhood representative provided updated numbers of property owner support, which is
93%, with one owner remaining neutral, and none in opposition. Lastly, at its March 1, 2021
public hearing, the Preservation Commission voted to submit a warrant article to Spring 2021
Town Meeting for the proposed extension of the Lawrence Local Historic District.
Under Article 5.6, Preservation Commission and Historic Districts By-law of the Town By-laws,
any proposed local historic district or changes in boundaries must be approved by a two-thirds
vote of Town Meeting. There are currently eight local historic districts in Brookline: Cottage
Farm, established in 1979; Pill Hill, established in 1983; Graffam-McKay established in 2004;
Harvard Avenue established in 2005; and Chestnut Hill North established in 2005; Lawrence
established in 2011; Wild-Sargent established in 2012; and Crowninshield in 2015.

ARTICLE 19
Submitted by: Department of Planning and Community Development
The May 2018 Town Meeting approved Article 8.37 of the Town’s General By-Laws. Article
8.37 established a local regulatory scheme for recreational (“Adult Use”) marijuana retailers and
other forms of marijuana establishments established by State statute and State regulations
promulgated by the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission (“CCC”).
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In December 2020, the CCC amended its regulations to create two new State license
types: (1) the “Marijuana Delivery Operator” (a marijuana establishment with no storefront
presence that sells and delivers marijuana and marijuana products directly to consumers utilizing
an on-line platform), and (2) the “Marijuana Courier” (which do not sell directly to consumers
but partner with marijuana establishments that do so, to effectuate their deliveries to consumers;
functionally, the Marijuana Courier is what the CCC regulations formerly termed “Delivery
Only” Marijuana Retailers).
The new CCC regulations reserve these two license types to “Economic Empowerment”
applicants and “Social Equity Program Participants” at least during the three (3) year period from
when the State’s first Marijuana Delivery Operator may commence operations.
The new CCC regulations make other changes of lesser significance from a local
regulation perspective, including terminology differences in some previously defined terms.
Town staff have developed the foregoing warrant article and an accompanying warrant
article proposing Zoning Bylaw changes in order to provide for siting, Select Board licensing,
and local regulation of Marijuana Delivery Operators and Marijuana Couriers. The foregoing
warrant article proposes caps on the two new license categories that are the same as the cap for
the formerly denominated “Delivery Only” Marijuana Retailer (now termed the “Marijuana
Courier”) and other Marijuana Retailers (since the “Delivery Operator” will, in fact, sell
marijuana and marijuana products to consumers). The Town has no experience with either use
and, therefore, it seems prudent to establish caps at the outset of permitting/licensing these uses
while any community impacts are assessed. As with any Marijuana Establishment applicant for a
special permit and Select Board license, these two new types of marijuana businesses will
undergo site plan review through the Planning Department, Planning Board and Zoning Board of
Appeals processes, as well as cross-departmental review in connection with determining Select
Board license conditions and eligibility for a license.
The foregoing warrant article also proposes to delete a provision for licensing of Medical
Marijuana Treatment Centers under an older bylaw (Article 8.34 of the General Bylaws), since
NETA was the only entity licensed under it and NETA is now fully licensed pursuant to the
existing Article 8.37 instead of under Article 8.34.
Both the proposed General Bylaw and Zoning Bylaw amendments propose to amend
some definitions in the existing bylaws in order to bring them into greater uniformity with the
new CCC terminology.
The foregoing warrant article references licensing of “primary use” versus “mixed use”
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers, now pursuant to a Select Board and not a CCC
licensing scheme. The new CCC regulations eliminate the distinction (and instead reference a
generic “Social Consumption” license for any establishment selling marijuana for on-premises
consumption); therefore, if there is to be a distinction between “primary use” and “mixed use”
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers, it must be maintained locally pursuant to a Select
Board licensing scheme, if at all. Currently, the Town does not permit Social Consumption
Marijuana Retailers, as the vehicle for permitting them, pursuant to State law, is a Town-wide
vote that has not occurred. The foregoing proposes the language change referencing Select
Board “primary use” versus “mixed use” Social Consumption Marijuana Retailer licenses solely
for purposes of bringing the language into conformity with the current CCC regulations. In the
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event that efforts begin to legalize Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers within the Town
through the legally-required Town-wide vote, this language and the distinction it makes should
be revisited. Likewise, the proposed Zoning Bylaw amendments retain the “primary use” and
“mixed use” distinction for now, in light of the above.

ARTICLE 20
Submitted by: Department of Planning and Community Development
In December 2020, the CCC amended its regulations to create two new State license
types: (1) the “Marijuana Delivery Operator” (a marijuana establishment with no storefront
presence that sells and delivers marijuana and marijuana products directly to consumers utilizing
an on-line platform), and (2) the “Marijuana Courier” (which do not sell directly to consumers
but partner with marijuana establishments that do so, to effectuate their deliveries to consumers;
functionally, the Marijuana Courier is what the CCC regulations formerly termed “Delivery
Only” Marijuana Retailers).
The new CCC regulations reserve these two license types to “Economic Empowerment”
applicants and “Social Equity Program Participants” at least during the three (3) year period from
when the State’s first Marijuana Delivery Operator may commence operations.
The new CCC regulations make other changes of lesser significance from a local
regulation perspective, including terminology differences in some previously defined terms.
Town staff have developed the foregoing warrant article and an accompanying warrant
article proposing General Bylaw changes in order to provide for siting, Select Board licensing,
and local regulation of Marijuana Delivery Operators and Marijuana Couriers. The foregoing
warrant article proposes caps on the two new license categories that are the same as the cap for
the formerly denominated “Delivery Only” Marijuana Retailer (now termed the “Marijuana
Courier”) and other Marijuana Retailers (since the “Delivery Operator” will, in fact, sell
marijuana and marijuana products to consumers). The Town has no experience with either use
and, therefore, it seems prudent to establish caps at the outset of permitting/licensing these uses
while any community impacts are assessed. As with any Marijuana Establishment applicant for a
special permit and Select Board license, these two new types of marijuana businesses will
undergo site plan review through the Planning Department, Planning Board and Zoning Board of
Appeals processes, as well as cross-departmental review in connection with determining Select
Board license conditions and eligibility for a license.
The foregoing warrant article also proposes to delete a provision for licensing of Medical
Marijuana Treatment Centers under an older bylaw (Article 8.34 of the General Bylaws), since
NETA was the only entity licensed under it and NETA is now fully licensed pursuant to the
existing Article 8.37 instead of under Article 8.34.
The foregoing warrant article proposes to delete regulatory language governing
operations and related matters that is duplicative of the language in the Town’s General Bylaws.
In 2018, the language was inserted into both bylaws because the State marijuana laws was new
and it was unclear then which form of regulation the Attorney General’s Office would approve.
Since then, the regulatory language that was included in both the General and Zoning Bylaws
was approved. Therefore, the Planning Department proposes to delete the language from the
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Zoning Bylaw, since it is more properly included in a General Bylaw (which can be amended
more easily to accommodate State regulatory changes and other circumstances).
Both the proposed General Bylaw and Zoning Bylaw amendments propose to amend
some definitions in the existing bylaws in order to bring them into greater uniformity with the
new CCC terminology.
The foregoing warrant article references licensing of “primary use” versus “mixed use”
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers, now pursuant to a Select Board and not a CCC
licensing scheme. The new CCC regulations eliminate the distinction (and instead reference a
generic “Social Consumption” license for any establishment selling marijuana for on-premises
consumption); therefore, if there is to be a distinction between “primary use” and “mixed use”
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers, it must be maintained locally pursuant to a Select
Board licensing scheme, if at all. Currently, the Town does not permit Social Consumption
Marijuana Retailers, as the vehicle for permitting them, pursuant to State law, is a Town-wide
vote that has not occurred. The foregoing proposes the language change referencing Select
Board “primary use” versus “mixed use” licenses solely for purposes of bringing the language
into conformity with the current CCC regulations. In the event that efforts begin to legalize
Social Consumption Marijuana Retailers within the Town through the legally-required Townwide vote, this language and the distinction it makes should be revisited. Likewise, the proposed
General Bylaw amendments retain the “primary use” and “mixed use” distinction for now, in
light of the above.
Use 20D has been added to allow the Marijuana Delivery Operators license. This use is
allowed by Special Permit in districts zoned Industrial (I), and Office (O). To support the CCC’s
mission of prioritizing Social Equity and Economic Empowerment candidates, the maximum
limit of 5,000 sf floor area is proposed.

ARTICLE 21
Submitted by: Planning and Community Development Department
Background
At the 2016 Special Town Meeting, Warrant Article 7 was approved. The article established the
Emerald Island Special District which aimed to encourage mixed-use development within the
boundaries of the district. Some of the uses that the article aimed to encourage included three
residential uses: Micro Unit Dwellings, Age Restricted Dwellings, and Live/Work Space
Dwellings. The Article created new definitions and use categories for these three residential uses
and, within the District, they received special benefits (notably, a reduction in parking
requirements). The aim was to incentivize property owners to include such residential units in
any new buildings and thereby provide desirable housing for seniors and young professionals in
a particularly urbanized section of town. Unfortunately, Warrant Article 7 was inadvertently
drafted in such a way as to prohibit the three new residential categories in every other zoning
district. Naturally, age-restricted dwelling units and particularly small units are not unusual in
Brookline and exist in many existing buildings. The inadvertent prohibition of these dwelling
units was identified as part of the discussions surrounding a proposed warrant article (Article 27
regarding micro units) for the Fall 2020 Special Town Meeting, and it was agreed by Town
Meeting that the issue should be resolved by the Planning and Community Development
Department for the next session of Town Meeting.
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Purpose and Effect
The purpose of this warrant article is to allow the by-right construction of small housing units
(Micro Unit Dwellings) and age-restricted units throughout town. This warrant article
accomplishes this by (1) eliminating the definitions and use table categories for “Micro Unit
Dwellings” and “Age-Restricted Dwellings” from the Zoning By-law and (2) making
amendments to Section 5.06.4.j (the Emerald Island Special District) to reintroduce those
categories for the purposes of that section only.
1) By eliminating from the definitions and use table any references to micro unit dwellings and
age-restricted dwellings, such units would fall under other “dwelling unit” categories (Uses 1-6)
and be permitted in a manner consistent with the building typology in which they are located.
For example, a unit with 400 square feet (a micro unit) located in a multifamily building would
be treated no differently than other multifamily units and a unit with 400 square feet in a twofamily building would be treated no differently than other units in two-family buildings. The
same goes for age-restricted dwelling units.
2) The Emerald Island Special District contains special provisions for micro unit dwellings and agerestricted dwellings. To preserve those special provisions, this article reintroduces the
definitions for Micro Unit Dwellings (with some adjustments, see below) and Age-Restricted
Dwellings into Section 5.06.4.j but stipulates that the terms and their definitions are for the
purposes of that section only.

This warrant article seeks to simply copy the existing definitions for micro unit dwellings and
age-restricted dwellings and relocate them into the Emerald Island Special District section of the
Zoning By-law. However, because of confusion surrounding the existing definition for micro
unit dwellings, that definition has also been adjusted to make it consistent with the Building
Commissioner’s initial interpretation of the existing definition.
Finally, due to the insertion of a new paragraph 2 into Section 5.06.4.j, numbering for the
following paragraphs in the Section (and references to such paragraphs) have been adjusted
accordingly.
It should be noted that Town Meeting may be inclined to, in the future, amend the Zoning Bylaw to include provisions that apply specifically to micro units or age-restricted units (such as a
reduction in the minimum parking requirements). If that were the case, the recommended course
of action would be to define the terms under Section 2, Definitions of the Zoning By-law and
then refer to those terms in the new provision.

ARTICLE 22
Submitted by: Mike Toffel, TMM8 and Neil Gordon, TMM1
Brookline has 74 boards, committees, and commissions that discuss Town policies, procedures,
and regulations, according to the Town’s “Boards and Commissions” website
(https://www.brooklinema.gov/165/Boards-Commissions, as of December 23, 2020). Town
Bylaws require meeting notices and agendas to be posted on the Town’s website and
disseminated to all who ask.
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However, few of the Town’s boards, committees, and commissions routinely post to the Town’s
website the documents that are distributed to members of those public bodies in advance of,
during, or after their meetings. These documents are sometimes collectively referred to (as in the
case of the Select Board) as the Agenda Packet, even though sometimes the documents are
distributed piecemeal to members via a series of emails. Thus, in most cases, the public is not
provided equal—and sometimes any—access to information that could enable them to prepare to
make well-informed public comments, follow the meeting’s discussions in a well-informed
manner, or fully understand the meeting’s minutes after the fact.
This Article seeks to remedy this by requiring all Agenda Packet documents to be posted on the
Town’s website at the same time that they are distributed to members of the board, committee,
and commission, and to be retained, and made readily available to the public, as part of the
record of a meeting. Public comments emailed to the public body can be easily printed-to-PDF
and included in the Agenda Packet. Alternatively, staff could create a publicly visible listserv
such as groups.io, the system used by the Town Meeting Members Association (TMMA), for the
public to send emails, which would then be immediately visible to both public body members
and the public.
Ideally, the documents would only be posted to the website, and members of the committee and
the public alike would be directed there to find them. This would ensure that committee members
and the public have access to the same documents—and to the latest versions should they be
updated. That said, emailing documents to committee members and the public would still be
permitted, as long as those documents were simultaneously posted on the Town website at a
URL specified on the meeting’s agenda – except for those documents that are exempt from such
disclosure.
When a similar article was proposed to Town Meeting in November 2017 (Article 16), questions
were raised by Advisory Committee and CTO&S about whether all documents can be digitized
and posted in a timely manner, technology issues that are more easily manageable now. Town
Meeting referred that article to the Select Board with a request that it present a report to the May
2018 Annual Town Meeting.
Three years later, this transparency measure is still not widely practiced. Highlights of the
Town’s efforts in this regard are that (1) the Select Board, (2) the Select Board Committee on
Policing Reforms, (3) the Task Force to Reimagine Policing in Brookline, and (4) the
Transportation Board do post their Agendas linked to Agenda Packets on a Town website
(https://meetings.brooklinema.gov/OnBaseAgendaOnline), and the first three of these bodies
post agendas hyperlinked to the relevant items to the Agenda Packet, which makes them much
easier to find. However, the website is not widely known, and not linked from the Town’s
calendar items. The Select Board has recently begun pilot testing including a link to this website
in their agendas distributed through Notify Me agendas, a laudable move. However, 70 of the
Town’s 74 public bodies have not yet adopted these practices.
The School Committee routinely posts its Agenda Packet in advance of its meeting on a PSB
website (https://www.brookline.k12.ma.us/Page/2087), but its agendas do not refer to this
website, making it difficult for the public to know that the Agenda Packet is available,
hampering the public’s ability to arrive at School Committee meetings well informed.
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To implement this proposal, Town staff would need to decide whether the OnBase system that
the Select Board currently uses is the appropriate IT solution (and, if not, price alternatives), and
train staff to use the system. To reduce costs, a “train the trainer” model could be considered,
whereby only a few staff members enroll in formal training, and they then train their peers.
Note the proposed changes from “governmental bodies” to “public bodies” (which reflects
language from the amended Open Meeting Law) as well as the updated legal reference of the
Open Meeting Law were made at the suggestion of the Town’s General Counsel.
This proposal incorporates two by-law amendments recently passed by Town Meeting but not
yet been incorporated in by-laws posted on the Town’s website: (1) “participation by Residents
and other interested parties” replaced “citizen participation” in Section 3.21.1; and (2) “members
of the public who join” replaced “citizens who joins” in Section 3.21.3(b).
The cost of implementing this change is modest, and limited to the training referenced above
and, perhaps, a modest software investment.

ARTICLE 23
Submitted by: Roger Blood
The proposed Bylaw amendment is intended to achieve the following objectives:
1. To modify the Town’s Bylaw definition of “Affordable Unit” so that it aligns with the
State’s Local Initiative Program (LIP) affordable housing regulations. These regulations
determine eligibility for inclusion on the state’s Chapter 40B Subsidized Housing
Inventory (SHI). This technical change aligns the Town’s by-law to the state’s method of
determining eligible household size for specific unit sizes and setting monthly rents such
that they do not exceed 30% of the target household’s monthly income.
2. To differentiate between rental and owner-occupied affordable housing in terms of the
range of qualifying household incomes that are served. Under the present Bylaw, there is
no such differentiation between household incomes that are served by rental versus
owner-occupied affordable units. Under the proposed by-law, affordable rental units will
serve households whose range of eligible incomes will be lower than the range of
targeted incomes for affordable ownership units.
3. To authorize the targeting of required affordable units, both rental and owner-occupied,
to low-and moderate-income households whose incomes fall within different
affordability ranges, and to do so in such a manner that the compliance costs to the
developer are generally equivalent irrespective of which income range of affordability is
targeted. When a developer produces affordable units that serve households having
higher than the minimum range of targeted incomes, the developer will be required to pay
a supplemental fee into the Town’s Housing Trust (see more detail below).
Current Bylaw
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Under the existing Zoning Bylaw Section 4.08 (Affordable Housing Requirements), new
residential projects of 20+ units must include on-site affordable units. A minimum of 15% of all
new units in the development must be affordable to low- and moderate-income levels as defined
in the Bylaw.
As long as the Town continues to have less than 10% of its total housing stock listed on the
state’s Chapter 40B Subsidized Housing Inventory (SHI), the current Bylaw mandates that 2/3 of
the 15% onsite affordable units must serve households with incomes not exceeding 80% of Area
Median Income (AMI). The remaining 1/3 of the affordable units may serve households with
incomes exceeding 80% AMI up to 100% AMI. In the current Bylaw this 2/3-1/3 affordable unit
requirement relating to household income limits applies equally to both rental and ownership
projects.
Proposed Bylaw Amendment
In anticipation of the Town soon reaching and exceeding the Chapter 40B 10% threshold and the
expiration of the Bylaw’s existing income limits, the proposed warrant article would replace the
current income limits. All future projects subject to Inclusionary Zoning would be able to serve
a wider range of household incomes, with affordable rental units being targeted more to lower
income households and affordable ownership units targeted more to moderate income
households as follows:
1. Rental Units: 15% of the units will be required to serve households earning up to 50% of
AMI. If the developer wishes to have the affordable rental units serve an income tier
greater than 50% of AMI but not exceeding 100% of AMI, the developer will be required
to pay an additional fee to the Housing Trust based on the overall value of the property as
certified by the Town Assessor. The Guidelines will provide further details and examples
on how the fee will be calculated.
2. Ownership Units: 15% of the units will be required to serve households earning up to
80% AMI. If the developer wishes to serve an income tier higher than 80% AMI (either
100% or 120% AMI), an additional fee based on the sales prices of all ownership units
will be payable to the Housing Trust. The Guidelines will provide further details and
examples on how the fee will be calculated.
Under both the existing and proposed amended Bylaw, for projects having 4 to 19 units, the
developer has the option of paying a lump sum fee to the Affordable Housing Trust in lieu of
producing the required onsite affordable units. Should the developer choose to produce onsite
affordable units in such smaller projects, all the new income targeting and supplementary fee
requirements contained in the proposed Bylaw amendment will apply as in projects containing
20 or more units.
How will the supplemental fee be calculated?
The supplemental fee will allow developers to provide affordable units for different income
categories within the permissible range of low-to-moderate household incomes while not
benefitting financially from providing affordable units for moderate-income vs. lower-income
households.
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To achieve this purpose, the supplemental fee will be set at an amount that will offset the value
of the added income the developer would receive, for example, from affordable unit rents to
households having moderate incomes at 80% of Area Median versus the lower rents that would
be received from households with incomes at 50% of Area Median.
In order to validate this re-targeting of affordable household incomes, including the setting of
supplemental fees that are sufficient, but not so excessive as to make development infeasible, the
Housing Advisory Board engaged an independent consultant, Pam McKinney of Byrne
McKinney Associates, with expertise in real estate markets and finance. Using a financial
model, the consultant developed applicable percentage rates to charge, consistent with the
purposes of this Article for both rental and owner-occupied inclusionary zoning projects.
In addition, the consultant used her financial model to confirm that the higher developer costs
associated with this amendment will strengthen the Bylaw’s affordable housing requirements
without imposing such high costs as to render new housing development financially infeasible.
For rental projects with affordable units for households with incomes exceeding 50% AMI:
The Supplemental fee will be based upon the market value of the residential portion of the
project at the time of initial occupancy. Payment of the supplemental fee to the Trust will be a
precondition to the Town’s issuance of a certificate of occupancy for the project.
The fee required from a developer will be based upon the following formula:
Project Value x Applicable Percentage Rate
For ownership projects with affordable units for households with incomes exceeding 80%
AMI: At the time of initial sale of each condominium unit in the project, the fee required from a
developer shall be based upon the following formula:
Unit Sales Price x Applicable Percentage Rate
For both rental and ownership units, in instances where the supplemental fee is charged, the
Applicable Percentage Rate will be determined from a table contained in the Guidelines. The
amount of the Applicable Percentage Rate will conform with the methodology and
recommendations of the consultant.

ARTICLE 24
Submitted by: Select Board
In recognition of the growing importance that the Town has placed on addressing climate
change, the Town Administrator engaged the Collins Center for Public Management to
undertake a study to determine the proper role and placement of sustainability within the Town’s
organizational structure. The Collins Center released its report in August of 2020, concluding
that, “due to the cross-cutting nature of sustainability in local government and high value the
community places on climate issues,…the Town needs a strong centralized function to support
implementation for a prioritized sustainability agenda.” Accordingly, the Collins Report
recommended that the Town create a position to be referred to as “Assistant Director for
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Sustainability Planning” to serve this function and head a new division within the Department of
Planning and Community Development.
This amendment to Section 3.12 creates the Division of Sustainability Planning within the
Planning Department and, further, consistent with Section 3.12.3, creates an Assistant Director
position to lead the new division. 2020 Annual Town Meeting has already approved funding
this position effective January 1, 2021. The Select Board subsequently authorized the Planning
Director to initiate the hiring process. That process is well underway.
The proposed amendment to Section 3.12 of the General By-laws is formalizing previous actions
taken by Town Meeting.

ARTICLE 25
Submitted by: Kathleen Scanlon, Lisa Cunningham, Scott Englander, Jesse Gray, Jonathan
Klein, Werner Lohe, Paul Saner, Michael Zoorob
The Town has been evaluating how to create a zoning incentive strategy to encourage Fossil Fuel
Free (FFF) construction. This is following the Attorney General’s July 2020 review of the
November 2019 Town Meeting’s Warrant Article 21 (Article 21), which would have mandated
FFF construction in Brookline. While the Attorney General determined that this mandate was in
conflict with state law, the use of incentives to encourage FFF development was suggested as an
alternative.
This warrant article tests the concept of incentivizing FFF development with new zoning
opportunities. Rather than proposing a new special overlay district in advance of a planning
study, this adds a similar definition of FFF contained in Article 21 as a condition for new
construction redevelopment under the existing Emerald Island Special District (EISD). This
proposal is consistent with the Planning Department’s February 23rd recommendation for FFF as
an incentive for participation in future zoning overlays and special districts.
Redevelopment under the EISD passed in 2016 requires compliance with a set of design and
development criteria, and the provision of public benefits, in order to obtain the necessary zoning
relief. One of these design standards was that any new buildings or renovations in the EISD had
to meet LEED Silver Certifiable (or higher) development standards. This language was
approved by the Attorney General, presumably because it was an incentive for obtaining the
special permit with the expanded dimensional allowances in the EISD.
Where the EISD differs from other overlay districts is that the recently completed Hilton Garden
Inn is only one of several parcels of a larger overlay district. In the case of other recent overlay
districts, the entire district was set up to address a single development through the use of a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). All other EISD parcels, {mostly requiring some assembly}
have yet to be redeveloped.
The Town has the opportunity to modify the EISD so that future new construction is FFF by
adding this requirement in addition to the existing LEED Silver or higher performance standard.
While LEED Silver development was “state-of-the-art“ in 2016, the move to FFF construction
has since become the gold standard for sustainable development. This simple but significant
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change in the EISD requirements can establish incentivized FFF “proof-of-concept for new
construction,” a major step entirely consistent with Article 21 and the Town’s movement toward
a more sustainable future.

ARTICLE 26
Submitted by: Jesse Gray (TMM, P10), Lisa Cunningham (TMM, P15), Kathleen Scanlon
(TMM, P3), Werner Lohe (TMM, P15), Scott Englander (TMM, P6)
Summary
This Article follows on the heels of November 2019 Special Town Meeting’s Warrant Article 21
(WA21), which was passed overwhelmingly. WA21’s proposed general by-law aimed to prohibit
the installation of new fossil fuel infrastructure in new construction and significant renovation
projects. Regrettably, the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Municipal Law Unit did not approve
WA 21, citing conflicts with the State Building Code and natural gas legislation. She nonetheless
embraced its policy goals and suggested that they might be implemented via an incentive. This
Article does exactly that, providing an alternative means of implementing the same fossil fuel
infrastructure reduction measures through the adoption of an incentive-based zoning by-law. By
reworking the provisions of WA21 as a zoning by-law and modifying the means of
implementation, this Article addresses the concerns about WA21 raised by the Attorney General.
This Article aims to limit the installation of new fossil fuel infrastructure in new construction and
significant renovations through the existing special permitting process. Under this Article, a
special permit for a project that includes new construction or significant renovations may be
issued only if the proposal does not include new fossil fuel infrastructure or if the permit is made
subject to conditions that will ensure the property will be converted to electric infrastructure in
the future. These conditions may include expiration of the permit in 2030 or after five
years—whichever comes later—or alternatively upon transfer of the property outside the family.
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Upon the expiration of such a permit, the owner would be required to bring the property into
zoning compliance by removing and replacing the fossil fuel infrastructure or the construction or
use that triggered the special permit condition in the first place. This Article requires that
property owners subject to an expiring special permit receive notice from the Town well in
advance of the expiration date. The failure of an owner to bring the property into compliance
after the expiration of a special permit may result in fines or other zoning enforcement at the
discretion of the Building Commissioner and the Zoning Board of Appeals.
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This Article has incorporated many of the exemptions and provisions for waiver of its
requirements that were previously approved in WA21. The purpose of this Article is to advance
the goals of WA21, while incorporating the procedural elements harmoniously with the Town’s
Zoning By-Law and addressing the concerns previously highlighted by the Attorney General.
Rationale
As a town, as a commonwealth, and as a nation we are not moving fast enough to reduce our
carbon emissions. One of the easiest steps, as well as a necessary first step, is to stop installing
brand new fossil fuel infrastructure that will pollute for decades to come. We agreed upon this
policy goal as a town when we passed our original WA21 in November 2019 by a vote of 211-3.
The Attorney General’s disallowal of WA21 highlighted how legacy laws at the state level
enshrine a right to pollute and to emit greenhouse gases that imperil our collective future, making
it impossible for Brookline, other municipalities, or the Commonwealth-at-large to begin to
address our building emissions via simple Fossil Fuel Free (FFF) mandates (Fig. 1).
Nevertheless, the Attorney General accompanied her disallowal with a suggestion that the Town
develop incentives to encourage FFF construction. In the spirit of the Attorney General’s
suggestion, the current Article would create a reasonably strong incentive to build FFF.
Differences between WA21 and the current article
This article is very similar to WA21 (Fig. 2). The essential differences between this Article and
WA21 are changes deemed necessary to adapt what was a general by-law into the language and
spirit of a zoning incentive by-law (Fig. 3):
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Same policy goals — already agreed upon by AC, Town Meeting, Town staff
● Defines major construction in the same way, including new construction and
major renovations
● Same exemptions (with some clarifications and corrections, e.g., on labs)
● Same definition of major construction to trigger (75% for residential, 50% for
commercial)
Different implementation — as a zoning provision rather than a general statute
● Applies only to special permit projects
● Exemptions processed through the Planning Board and Zoning Board of Appeals
rather than an entirely new committee
● No building permit denial
● Choice of regular special permit (FFF) or expiring special permit (non-FFF)
How the incentive works
Special permits are used to seek zoning relief. Those who seek special permits for major
construction projects (new construction and gut renovation) will have two options:
1. To choose a regular special permit and to build FFF (defined here as it was in WA21,
with essentially the same exemptions and waivers)
2. To choose an expiring special permit and to build non-FFF (defined here as it was in
WA21, with essentially the same exemptions and waivers)
Special permits for projects that are not FFF may be granted with the condition that they expire
at the later of 2030, or after five years. As an alternative to setting an expiration date, the Board
of Appeals may grant a special permit subject to this Article upon the condition that the permit is
exclusive to the property owner and is non-transferable should the property be sold or transferred
outside the family. This condition serves to create some flexibility for owner-occupied
residences, but would require subsequent owners to convert the property from fossil fuel to
electricity.
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What is an expiring special permit?

● We already have expiring permits in Brookline and across Massachusetts, e.g., special
permits for businesses in residential districts are sometimes granted for five or ten years.
● Real estate transactions are conducted in full knowledge — this Article requires that
expiring special permits be recorded in the Registry of Deeds.
● This Article requires that property owners be notified of an imminent expiration at least
three years in advance and not less than annually afterward.
● If the fossil fuel infrastructure is removed, the Zoning Board of Appeals may be
petitioned to make the special permit permanent
What happens when a special permit expires due to non-FFF equipment remaining in
place?
Upon the expiration of such a permit, the owner would be required to bring the property into
zoning compliance by removing and replacing the fossil fuel infrastructure or the construction or
use that triggered the special permit condition in the first place (Fig. 4). The failure of an owner
to bring the property into compliance after the expiration of a special permit may result in fines
or other zoning enforcement at the discretion of the Building Commissioner and the Zoning
Board of Appeals.
Property owners are protected under this Article from unexpected conversion costs in several
ways:
● Property owners have the option to install FFF infrastructure when it’s most practical, at
the time of a major construction project.
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● The conditions on these special permits must be recorded in the Registry of Deeds, so
that real estate transactions are conducted with full knowledge.
● Property owners who are subject to an expiring special permit will receive notice from
the Town well in advance of the expiration date.
● Property owners will have the option to petition the Zoning Board of Appeals for an
extension of an expiring special permit.
Exemptions and Waivers
With the goal of remaining true to the original negotiated policy objectives of A21, this Article
has incorporated WA21’s original exemptions, as well as a similar waiver process, albeit one that
is adjudicated by the Zoning Board of Appeals (with the assistance of the Planning Board) rather
than a new Sustainability Review Board as provided in WA21(Fig. 3).

If the applicant is proposing a non-FFF project and nonetheless seeking a permit to be granted in
perpetuity, the applicant must provide a detailed cost analysis supporting the impracticality or
financial infeasibility of FFF. As part of its review the Planning Board may if needed hire a
consultant, at the applicant’s expense, to review the practicality and financial feasibility of FFF
(via a “53G” account).
Who drafted this Article
The current article was professionally drafted by Ray Miyares, Ethan Dively, and Rian Rossetti
in consultation with the petitioners.
Ray Miyares is a partner at Miyares and Harrington LLP, where he has served as lead Town
Counsel for several Towns. He has decades of experience in municipal, energy and
environmental law and has been named a Super Lawyer in the area of State, Local and Municipal
Law for five consecutive years. He has also been designated one of Boston’s Top-Rated
Lawyers, and as a Top-Rated Lawyer nationally in Land Use and Zoning, as well as in Energy,
Environment and Natural Resources, by ALM Legal Leaders.
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Prior to founding Miyares and Harrington LLP in 1988, Ray was a partner at Bracken and Baram
in Boston, New England’s first environmental law firm. Ray was the principal drafter of the
Water Management Act, M.G.L. c.21G, and assisted numerous public water suppliers with
registration and permitting issues under that statute.
Legal authority
WA21 was deemed to be in conflict with state law because it was a mandate that denied building
permits to non-FFF projects. In contrast, this Article instead creates an incentive, which is
similar to related incentives that encourage construction of LEED buildings (Acton, Brookline)
and Passive House buildings (Somerville).
Specific legal authority for expiring special permits is specified in M.G.L. Chapter 40A:
Section 9. Zoning ordinances or by-laws shall provide for specific types of uses which
shall only be permitted in specified districts upon the issuance of a special permit. Special
permits may be issued only for uses which are in harmony with the general purpose and
intent of the ordinance or by-law, and shall be subject to general or specific provisions set
forth therein; and such permits may also impose conditions, safeguards and limitations
on time or use.
In her rejection of WA21, the Attorney General wrote:
“If we were permitted to base our determination on policy considerations, we would
approve the by-law.”
“...even without the by-law… property owners may choose energy systems that do not
rely on fossil fuels. And the Town may consider adopting incentive programs to nudge
property owners in that direction.”
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What requires a special permit?
Special permits are approvals required for uses that meet certain criteria in our local zoning bylaw. They are required for any project seeking zoning or parking relief, as well as any project
requiring design review. The vast majority of special permits involve an attorney or architect,
and usually both. Special permit review is required for, among other uses, attached dwellings in
groups of three or more, multiple dwellings with four or more units on the premises, lodging
hotels and houses, as well as many other residential and non-residential uses. Brookline’s
Zoning By-law section 5.09 also outlines the requirements for design review of “certain uses and
structures which have a substantial impact upon the character of the Town and upon traffic,
utilities and property values therein, thereby affecting the public health, safety and general
welfare thereof.”
See: https://www.brooklinema.gov/DocumentCenter/View/18858/ZoningBylaw_3142019

ARTICLE 27
Submitted by: Kathleen Scanlon, Michael Jacobs
At Brookline’s June 2020 Special Town Meeting, there was overwhelmingly support for the
designation of a $6.525 million cash payment to the Brookline Affordable Housing Trust to be
allocated for the demolition of the obsolete 60-unit senior walk-up units at the Colonel Floyd
Apartments and its replacement with 100+ new affordable units.
A first phase consisting of 115 units and a future potential second phase of 24 units is being
submitted for approval to the Town, both of which are 100% affordable. Because the proposed
development concept is requesting less parking than allowed by zoning and would ultimately
have two buildings on one lot, a 40B path is being taken on a friendly basis.
A green building is being designed with the goal of achieving a Passive House standard.
Buildings that meet Passive House standards use air sealing, highly efficient building envelopes,
and specific HVAC system designs to reduce heating/cooling needs and drastically reduce
energy consumption. Passive House Buildings can have heating/cooling energy savings up to
90% of typical buildings and up to 75% of new construction buildings3
Under state law, in addition to paying prevailing wages, the Brookline Housing Authority must
utilize a system known as filed sub-bids.4 This system results in inefficiencies which add costs as
well as make it difficult to achieve the energy standards to which the BHA is committed.
Because of the cumbersome nature of the law, the pool of contractors who participate in bidding
is limited. Many quality general contractors shy away from public bid projects because they
cannot choose subcontractors with whom they have previously worked. The subcontractors who
rely on this system also represent a limited universe. The limited pool reduces competition as
well as the number of general and subcontractors who have completed Passive House projects.

3
4

Passive House Institute
Chapter 149
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On a filed bid project, work is extremely compartmentalized. There are limited divisions of work
(e.g., electric, masonry, carpentry, etc.) on which a subcontractor bid. While on a non-filed subbid project, the general contractor ensures the complementary nature of the plans and
specifications are met by the subcontractors, the filed sub-bid process works against this. There
are two problems for a project such as Colonel Floyd.
Because Passive House is a performance-based standard, the General Contractor (GC) must own
all of the work. Under Chapter 149, the individual subcontractors are only responsible for their
components so there is no ability of the GC to easily integrate the work of the subs. In addition to
serious coordination issues, the likelihood of disputes, time delays and increased construction
costs become much greater. It has been estimated that filed sub-bids can add a premium of 2030%.5 With limited federal, state and town subsidies and a 100% low-income population, the
project must stay within its budget.
We are thus proposing a home rule petition that would allow the legislation to grant the
Brookline Housing Authority an exemption from Chapter 149 of the General Laws.

ARTICLE 28
Submitted by: Select Board
This article is submitted as part of the Town’s efforts to implement a Racial Equity Fund as
contemplated by the non-binding resolution passed by Town Meeting in 2019. The concept at
that time was to dedicate a certain percentage of excise taxes on non-medical sales of cannabis
and place it in a fund for expenditure to support education, training and other needs to advance
economic opportunities in the cannabis and related industries for individuals from communities
disproportionately harmed by cannabis prohibition. The Town Administrator has proposed to
fund this plan by instead allocating $500,000 of cannabis host community mitigation fees. The
Town of Brookline secured substantial mitigation fees while bearing disproportionate and
negative impacts from being host to the only adult use retail marijuana establishment in the
Boston urban core for nearly one year. We believe the Town is thus in a unique position of
petitioning the General Court for permission to use mitigation funds for this purpose
notwithstanding the strict limitations imposed by Chapter 94G, the new law authorizing sales of
cannabis. If passed, the Town will be able to expend $500,000 from accrued host community
mitigation fees for the purposed initially proposed in the Town Meeting Resolution and
developed further by the Office of Diversity, Inclusion and Community Relations.

ARTICLE 29
Submitted by:
Division

Planning & Community Development Department, Economic Development

Due to the success of Brookline’s temporary expanded outdoor dining program during the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Town of Brookline is seeking to make year-round, expanded outdoor
dining a permanent fixture of Brookline’s commercial areas.

5

Cambridge Housing Authority Chapter 149 Prevailing vs. Boston Housing Authority Just Prevailing Wage
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Expanded and year-round outdoor dining will bring added vibrancy and activity to Brookline’s
commercial areas, as well as provide an additional resource for Brookline restaurants, which
have a long road to recovery ahead of them after the pandemic’s devastating impact on the
restaurant industry.
Two warrant articles, one proposing changes to the General By-Law and the other to the Zoning
By-Law, which would allow for the creation of an expanded, year-round outdoor dining
program, were submitted for Spring 2021 Town Meeting’s consideration. This article proposes to
make the following changes to the General By-Law:
1) Extend the outdoor dining season by removing the 6-month maximum currently
allowed for outdoor seating: Outdoor dining is currently only allowed for a maximum
of six months in Brookline. Removing this 6-month limitation on outdoor seating will
give Brookline restaurants and patrons the flexibility to enjoy and benefit from outdoor
dining year-round.
2) Expand permissible outdoor dining areas by allowing outdoor seating in parking
space parklets and privately-owned areas adjacent to restaurants: The current by-law
only permits outdoor seating on the public sidewalk (e.g. Publick House in Washington
Square) or privately-owned outdoor areas contiguous to a restaurant (e.g. Taberna de
Haro in St. Mary’s or Barcelona in Washington Square). This article proposes to expand
permissible outdoor seating areas to include public streets (i.e. COVID-era outdoor
seating parking space parklets), as well as privately-owned areas (with the owner’s
permission) adjacent to a restaurant.
3) Housekeeping revision to departmental advisory reports sought by the Select Board
for outdoor seating approvals: The Licensing Clerk currently seeks advisory reports
from both the Fire and Health Departments regarding outdoor seating. This article
proposes to formally add both the Fire and Health Departments to the list of
recommended advisory reports, as well as streamline the outdoor seating application
process by replacing Planning Board review with Planning and Community Development
Department staff review.

ARTICLE 30
Submitted by:
Division

Planning & Community Development Department, Economic Development

Due to the success of Brookline’s temporary expanded outdoor dining program during COVID19, the Town of Brookline is seeking to make year-round, expanded outdoor dining a permanent
fixture of Brookline’s commercial areas.
Expanded and year-round outdoor dining will bring added vibrancy and activity to Brookline’s
commercial areas, as well as provide an additional resource for Brookline restaurants, which
have a long road to recovery ahead of them after the pandemic’s devastating impact on the
restaurant industry.
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Two warrant articles, one proposing changes to the General By-Law and the other to the Zoning
By-Law, which would allow for the creation of an expanded, year-round outdoor dining
program, were submitted for Spring 2021 Town Meeting’s consideration.
This article proposes to eliminate references to the 6-month maximum for outdoor seating, which
Brookline restaurants are currently restricted to, any reference to seasonal outdoor dining, as well
as accommodate outdoor seating as an accessory use in the Zoning By-Law.

ARTICLE 31
Submitted by: Transportation Board
In May 2017, Town Meeting voted overwhelmingly to accept the provisions of Chapter
90, Section 17C and grant the Transportation Board, following a public hearing, the authority to
enact a 25 mph statutory speed limit on all public ways under Town jurisdiction within thickly
settled or business districts. In October 2017, following a public hearing, the Transportation
Board enacted a town-wide 25 mph statutory speed limit. The statutory speed limit is for all
public ways under Town jurisdiction where a posted speed limit does not exist. The DPW, in
accordance with the Massachusetts Amended MUTCD, installed the required signage at all town
boundaries notifying motorists of this townwide speed limit. The “default” speed limit
throughout town is now 25 mph.
However, there is a set of streets, including segments of residential streets such as
Aspinwall Avenue, High Street, and Woodland Road where speed limits remain higher. This is
due to a peculiarity of state law that says that when the speed limit on a street has been posted at
a higher limit than the Town’s default speed limit, that speed limit can only be reduced after an
extensive, expensive, and cumbersome process. To establish a new speed limit in compliance
with Chapter 90, Section 18, town staff must conduct a multistep speed study in accordance with
the MassDOT “Procedures for Speed Zoning on State Highways and Municipal Roads” manual
to determine the appropriate and allowable speed limit based on the 85th percentile rule, receive a
positive vote from the Transportation Board for a petition seeking approval from MassDOT to
post the speed limit, and then submit the request to the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation for permission to post. This is a time-consuming process that restricts the
Transportation Board and Town staff’s ability to respond to the needs of our residents by taking
time sensitive action to increase the safety of motor vehicle drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians in
these areas.
The result is that while Town Meeting overwhelmingly supported a 25 mph default speed
limit, many local, neighborhood streets remain posted for 30 mph or more. Because current state
law made a reduction in the speed limit difficult to achieve, for several legislative sessions, the
Transportation Board had joined with other local authorities and advocacy groups throughout the
state to lobby in favor of various proposals to amend Chapter 90, Section 17 and reduce the
statutory speed limit in these areas to 25 mph. On August 9, 2016, the Governor signed House
No. 4565, inserting into Chapter 90 of the Massachusetts General Laws the above-quoted local
option law as a new Section 17C. The new provision provided the ability to local authorities to
either establish and post a statutory speed limit of 25 miles per hour on specified roadways
within thickly settled residential areas or business districts OR establish and post a speed limit of
25 miles per hour Town-wide on all thickly settled residential areas or business districts without
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having to comply with the provisions of Chapter 90, Section 18. The second option required
signage being posted at the Town boundaries.
As discussed earlier, in addition to MGL Chapter 90, Section 17 & 17C that determines
statutory speed limits, MGL Chapter 90, Section 18 regulates the posting of approved speed
limits in accordance with the MassDOT’s procedures. These procedures are largely based on the
premise that the 85th percentile speed, the observed speed that 85% of free flowing drivers
(those in front of the pack of cars) on the street are operating at or below, is the safe operational
speed for the street as determined by those operating on it. Essentially, traffic engineers
measuring the speeds of 100 random drivers on a roadway, in ideal weather conditions and no
traffic, establishes the speed of the 15th-fastest driver as the posted speed limit. The result is that
many of the posted speed limits throughout the Town are 30 mph or above.
At the request of the Transportation Board and several residents, staff inquired with
MassDOT District 6 Traffic and Permitting offices what the process is to remove a posted speed
limit, in excess of 25 mph, that were posted in accordance with MGL Chapter 90, Section 18.
Their response was that there is no process developed to remove a posted speed limit and return
it to the now lower statutory speed limit and they did not anticipate allowing such a process
without legislative action. This continued reliance on the 85th percentile speed as the reasonable
determining factor ignores a 2017 National Transportation Safety Board’s (NTSB) report
recommending “a sweeping overhaul of how speed is managed on U.S. streets, from the way
speed limits are set, to how enforcement is carried out”. This recommendation is based on the
fact that in excess of 10,000 people are killed in speed-related collisions each year, on par with
alcohol-related crashes. In response to this recommendation, the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO) released “City Limits – Setting Safe Speed Limits on City
Streets”. These new guidelines give users a context-sensitive method to establish safe speed
limits on urban streets. According to NACTO “City Limits provides a consistent, rational,
scalable approach to urban speed limit setting, from citywide strategies to corridor-by-corridor
methods based on easy-to-study street characteristics.” However, the Town is not able to utilize
these updated principals because MGL Chapter 90, Section 18’s requirement that the Town
comply with MassDOT’s procedures that are based on the 85th percentile rule.
In addition to the reasoning for establishing lower speed limits as it relates to operating
speeds and safety, a second reason why the Board is requesting this authority is in recognition of
the fact these speed limits have traditionally informed how traffic engineers design roadway
projects. Highway engineers traditionally measured the prevailing speed on a road, rounded up to
the next multiple of 5 mph, and then designed the road for that speed, assuming that it was safe.
This higher design speed meant wider shoulders, wider travel lanes, and larger radii allowing for
turning vehicles to make movements without decelerating. These characteristics are not in line
with the complete streets, walkability, and bikeability priorities of the Town. Recent research and
design practices now focus on using the street design to influence drivers to choose a speed
appropriate for the neighborhood. This speed has been called the "target speed," and is ideally
equal to the speed limit. By having higher posted speed limits we are creating the expectation
that it is acceptable to design our roadways to accommodate a higher targeted speed. Instead, we
would prefer having the target speed as the lower 25mph speed limit so we appropriately design
the streets to achieve our stated safety and mobility goals that prioritize safety and efficiency of
alternative modes including walking, biking, and micro-mobility.
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Over the last two years, Town staff have been working with Representative Vitolo’s
office to attempt to allow for this, short of legislative action. However, these efforts have been
unsuccessful. Representative Vitolo’s office, after consulting with House leadership,
recommended that the Town submit a home rule petition to allow the Board to take this action.

Background on vehicles speeds:
Motor vehicle crashes have become the leading cause of unintentional injury deaths in
the United States, killing over 30,000 people in 2010 alone. Many public health professionals
have recently studied the correlation between motor vehicle speeds and death rates in order to
highlight the danger this poses to the public. Several studies have demonstrated that the risk of
death to a pedestrian struck by an automobile traveling at 20 mph is 6%. This increases to 19% at
30 mph (3 time greater than the risk at 20 mph) and further jumps to 65% (11 times the greater
than the risk at 20 mph) for motor vehicles traveling at 45 mph. Furthermore these studies have
shown that multiple factors contribute to the problem of unsafe traffic speed including roadway
designs that encourage higher speeds, speed limits that are set too high, and speeding (people
driving faster than the speed limit or too fast for road conditions) and have concluded that small
traffic speed reductions can lead to fewer motor vehicle crashes, injuries, and deaths. In fact, in
2014, a study by the Metropolitan Area Planning Council and the Massachusetts Department of
Public Health predicted that lowering the default speed limit on local roads from 30 to 25 miles
per hour could prevent about 18 fatalities and 1,200 serious injuries each year in Massachusetts,
as well as save about $62 million annually.
The Brookline Police Department recorded the following crash data in its 2019 annual
report:






1270 reported crashes
52 Motor Vehicle vs Pedestrian
36 Motor Vehicle vs Pedestrian with injury
47 Motor Vehicle vs Bike
17 Motor Vehicle vs Bike with Injury

Slower speed limits is one tool to help reduce these numbers.
In recognition of the danger speeding vehicles pose to all roadway users, and in support
of the Board’s goal to create a multi-modal transportation network that encourages safe
alternatives including walking and cycling for commuting and recreational purposes, the
Transportation Board has implemented a Traffic Calming Policy and overseen several
neighborhood traffic calming projects to increase safety and reduce motor vehicle speed. Since
1999 this has resulted in the installation of traffic calming devices including roadway narrowing,
raised crosswalks, raised intersections, speed humps, neighborhood traffic circles, curb
extensions, chicanes, enhanced crosswalk signage, rectangular rapid flashing beacons, and
pavement markings throughout the Town.
Passage of this law would be an additional step toward making Brookline’s streets safer for all.
Related links:
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MGL Chapter 90, Section 17
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXIV/Chapter90/Section17A
MGL Chapter 90, Section 17C
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXIV/Chapter90/Section17C
MGL Chapter 90, Section 18
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXIV/Chapter90/Section18
MassDOT “Procedures for Speed Zoning on State and Municipal Roadways”
https://www.mass.gov/doc/procedures-for-speed-zoning-on-state-and-municipalroadways/download
NACTO “City Limits - Setting Safe Speed Limits on Urban Streets”
https://nacto.org/safespeeds/
NTSB “Reducing Speeding-Related Crashes Involving Passenger Vehicles”
https://nacto.org/2017/08/15/federal-study-concludes-us-must-curb-speed/
https://www.ntsb.gov/safety/safety-studies/Documents/SS1701.pdf
Brookline Police Department 2019 Year End Review
https://www.brooklinepolice.com/DocumentCenter/View/1148/2019-Year-End-ReportFINAL?bidId=

ARTICLE 32
Submitted by: Select Board
Should the Town approve the ballot question to adopt the Community Preservation Act the next
step in the process is to create a by-law to establish a Community Preservation Committee. This
article follows the requirements for the composition of the Committee which must include one
representative from Conservation, Preservation, Parks and Recreation, Housing Advisory Board
and the Planning Board. The Select Board may appoint up to four additional at-large members.
If the ballot initiative is not successful this article will not be moved.

ARTICLE 33
Submitted by: Naomi Sweitzer, TMM 10 (Corresponding petitioner), Hadassah Margolis, TMM
8, Danny Stone, TMM 10, Jonathan Klein, TMM 10
This warrant article will bring transparency to the public and to various Town elected bodies and
appointed boards, committees and commissions on how the Town is planning for and expending
Emergency, Disaster or Stimulus funds from other government entities such as the Federal
Government, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts or Norfolk County.
The COVID-19
pandemic is one of the longest public health and economic disasters in living memory.
Unfortunately, we know that the future likely holds more large-scale disasters and emergencies
including both natural and human-made. Typically, when emergencies and disasters occur,
various government entities make emergency, disaster and stimulus funding available to other
units of government. These funds are usually outside of the regular public budget process of the
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Town. This warrant article will provide a structure for the Town to make information about
Emergency, Disaster and Stimulus funds available. The article also sets up the structure for the
public to provide comment on how Emergency, Disaster and Stimulus funds are used. This
warrant article does not tell the Town how to use the funds.

ARTICLE 34
Submitted by: Paul Harris, TMM-9; Nathan Shpritz, TMM-16; Jane Gilman, TMM-3; Bob
Weintraub, TMM-9; Deborah Brown, TMM-1; Bob Miller, TMM-8; Linda Olson Pehlke, TMM2; Werner Lohe, TMM-13
In this time of national crisis, Brookline can call upon its history of innovation and leadership
in creating local solutions to national and global policy challenges. Brookline has pioneered
in addressing the climate crisis through organizations such as Climate Action Brookline, the
Select Board's Climate Action Committee, and the Green Caucus; measures such as
eliminating the use of Styrofoam and single-use plastic water bottles and bags, encouraging
solar rooftops and fossil-fuel-free new construction, and implementing a green electricity
program that makes it easy for homeowners and businesses to purchase 100% renewable
electricity. Brookline High School launched the African American and Latinx Scholars
Program (AALSP), the Calculus Project, and School within a School (SWS); and Brookline
created the Brookline Early Education Program (BEEP) and Facing History and Ourselves.
This warrant article calls upon the Select Board to build on this record by adopting a program
that encourages Brookline households with high net worth to make annual voluntary taxdeductible contributions to the Town of Brookline. Brookline does not have a large
commercial tax base nor a large number of residential taxpayers relative to the number of
students in the public schools. Brookline does have high net worth households. In 2019, the
median price for a single-family home sold in Brookline was over $2.1 million, the highest
median price in Greater Boston1. Brookline also has a well educated population, with 84% of
the adult population having at least a bachelor's degree, and 14% of Brookline adults having
a doctorate, the highest percentage in the country.
Brookline 2019 Demographics2
Race
Population
Total
59,180
Asian
10,258
Black
1,746
Latinx
4,012
Multirace/Other
2,896
White
40,268

% of Population
100%
17%
3%
7%
5%
68%

Poverty
7,250
1,913
569
752
574
3,442

% in Poverty
12%
19%
32%
19%
20%
9%

This warrant article seeks to enhance ways the Town helps less advantaged households,
including disadvantaged seniors and disabled individuals, to receive more of the services and
care our more advantaged households have. This includes nutritious food, housing and timely
housing repairs. reliable and affordable wifi services, and youth employment. Within the
Public Schools of Brookline, it includes tutoring; greater access to social workers; guidance
counselors to help with college applications, financial aid documents, and overnight
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arrangements for college visits; and after-school, weekend, and summer enrichment. Funds
received can also be used to address issues such as racial equity and climate change.
1
2

https://www.bostonmagazine.com/property/single-family-home-prices/
https://worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/brookline-ma-population

ARTICLE 35
Submitted by: Anthony Ishak, Deborah Brown TMM-1, Bettina Neuefeind TMM-1, Kate
Silbaugh TMM-1, Amanda Zimmerman, Michael Zoorob
The objective of this resolution is two-fold:
1. To increase Brookline’s registered voter rate in our Town leading to increased
participation at elections of all levels. Many residents do not have easy access to
application forms given technology or location barriers. In fact last year there were an
insufficient number of voting registration forms for residents of Brookline Public
Housing. Brookline also has a high renter rate (nearly 50%) which makes it susceptible to
having residents that frequently change addresses and are less likely to register to vote or
vote with the current set-up.
2. To increase our local election participatory rate (recently ranging 6-26% since 2016 as
per a 6/10/20 Patch article https://patch.com/massachusetts/brookline/brookline-townelection-turnout-less-18-percent). In 2020 with special dispensation there was an increase
in voters using the mail-option to vote for the general election. This could also
potentially increase the voting rate for those historically under represented (such as
renters who vote at a rate of ~1/3 of homeowners) by increasing access to absentee
voting.

ARTICLE 36
Submitted by:
Mike Toffel (TMM 8), Peter Bleyleben, Ben Franco, Mini Kolluri, David Kirshner, Nicole
McClelland (TMM 11), Mariah Nobrega (TMM 4), David Pearlman (TMM 15), Paul Saner
(TMM 13), Arthur Segel (TMM 14), and Nathan Shpritz (TMM 16)

Proposal to create a Moderator Committee to report on progress and plans to address
the recommendations of the Brookline Fiscal Advisory Committee’s final report of
February 2020
Explanation provided by primary petitioner Mike Toffel (TMM 8)
This resolution calls for the creation of a Moderator Committee to provide three reports based on
its independent assessment of the Town government’s deliberations and implementation
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recommendations provided in the Brookline Fiscal Advisory Committee (BFAC) final report of
February 2020.
While the COVID‐ 19 pandemic and its economic impact on the Town have been and continue
to be a major focus for Town officials and staff, the BFAC recommendations must nonetheless
gain the attention they require in order to keep Brookline on a sound fiscal footing, as many of
the underlying problems that motivated the creation of BFAC remain. A few of the BFAC
recommendations have been diligently deliberated and have begun to be implemented by some
of the relevant public bodies listed in the BFAC 24-month Implementation Plan: the Advisory
Committee, Audit Committee, Committee on Town Organization & Structure, Economic
Development Advisory Board, Planning Board, School Committee, and the Select Board.
This resolution seeks to create a series of independent reports to inform Town Meeting and the
public-at-large about the progress made to consider and to take steps to implement BFAC’s
recommendations. This is critical to provide public accountability and transparency on the efforts
and plans of the Town’s public bodies relevant to this important endeavor.
These reports are scheduled to be produced before the Warrant opens for the next three regularly
scheduled Town Meetings, to enable these public bodies or others to file Warrant Articles that
might result from these deliberations and implementation plans.
The remainder of this explanation provides some background on BFAC, but additional
background resources are provided:




The Town’s BFAC website provides the BFAC final report, the BFAC implementation plan, a video
of the BFAC presentation to TMMA, and working documents:
https://www.brooklinema.gov/1516/Brookline-Fiscal-Advisory-Committee
BFAC Chair David Kirshner presented the BFAC final report to the Select Board on February 4,
2020, and the meeting included questions and comments from Select Board members, BFAC
members, and the public: https://brooklineinteractive.org/brookline-select-board-meetingfebruary-4-2020 (see 1:49:00-3:30:00).
o The last public comment (starting at 3:28:29) recommended that the Select Board
announce a schedule of when it would discuss each BFAC recommendation, noting:
“One of the things we’ve had a hard time doing [as a Town] is holding ourselves
accountable. It’s really hard to know who’s in charge…”I’m wondering whether or not
the Select Board could commit, as one of our accountable bodies, to put on the agenda
for successive meetings, at whatever pace you think is appropriate, the manner in which
you act on these recommendations, and that you want to engage us as citizens and keep
us accountable, so that you can move these forward. But I think having a calendar of
your own commitment of when you are going to address these and how would be a
great step forward.” To date, this has not occurred.

Important background includes that the Select Board issued its charge on August 7, 2018 to
establish BFAC in order to:
o “Review and evaluate Brookline’s fiscal and financial projections through FY22
o Examine Town and School budget principles and financial policies
o Suggest actions that address misalignment between projected revenues & expenditures”
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The Select Board’s charge further asked BFAC to “focus on the general fiscal health of the
community, and not conduct evaluations of individual programs or budget line items” and
address the following questions:
o “Do Brookline’s anticipated future revenues and expenses align through Fiscal Year
2022?
o What are possible sources of additional and new revenue, and what actions, if any, should
be taken to increase revenue collected?
o What steps should the Town take to control year-over-year increases in expenses?
o Is Brookline appropriately using debt?
o Do Brookline’s financial, budget and procurement policies match today’s best practices?
o Is the Town adequately planning for future expenses?
o How should Brookline evaluate/prioritize the relative short- and long-term benefits of
projects, programs, and policy decisions that compete for limited resources?
o Is the total cost of operating Brookline clearly accounted for?
o Should consideration of the financial impact of Warrant Articles and policy proposals
that compel actions be deepened and formalized before action is taken? (Note:
Brookline’s Advisory Committee currently considers the financial impact of matters that
go before Town Meeting.)
o Can/should Brookline ‘score’ projects/matters with financial impact like the federal
government does?”
The Select Board appointed the following 11 individuals to BFAC whom the board deemed as
meeting its requirements of having “significant experience and expertise in…finance (including
corporate finance, municipal finance, investments, underwriting, etc.), accounting, budgeting,
financial controls, economics, economic development, land-use planning, purchasing and/or
logistics”: Peter von Bleyleben, Cliff Brown, Nancy Daly, David Kirshner, Mini Kolluri, Carol
Levin, Jeff Rudolph, Paul Saner, Arthur Segel, Nathan Shpritz, and Mike Toffel.
The majority of BFAC members (7 of 11) are among the co-petitioners of this article.
In addition, two ex-officio representatives were appointed to BFAC—the Select Board’s Ben
Franco and the School Committee’s David Pearlman—both of whom are co-petitioners of this
article.
The following lists the BFAC recommendations, described further in the BFAC Final Report:
Recommendation 1. The Select Board and School Committee should have their administrations
adopt common financial policies, to the extent possible, and create and institute performance
management metrics to allow for better evaluation of budgetary decisions and lessen the
influence of anecdotal statements and special interests in financial decisions.
Recommendation 2. The Select Board, School Committee, and Advisory Committee should
adopt a financial review and budget process requiring periodic summits among the Select Board,
the School Committee, and the Advisory Committee.
Recommendation 3. To the extent permissible, reform the warrant article development, review,
and implementation process to enable consistent, transparent, robust analysis and reporting of
each article’s short-term and long-term costs and benefits; to discourage financial appropriations
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made outside the annual budget cycle; and to take into consideration the limitations of staff time
and volunteer resources.
Recommendation 4. Change the structure, composition, and scope of the Town’s Advisory
Committee so it has the required skills and time to focus its attention on financial monitoring,
analysis, and policy evaluation of both existing policies and proposed warrant articles.
Recommendation 5. Change the Town’s independent audit and accounting firm at least every ten
years. Rotate the lead partner assigned to the Town every five years. The next audit firm
Brookline appoints should complete the annual audit of the fiscal year-end financial statements
and conduct a sufficiently inquisitive review of the Town and School’s internal controls.
Recommendation 6. Evaluate key programs and services on a periodic basis to assess their
effectiveness and completion of objectives and to identify potential cost savings and
opportunities for the redeployment of resources.




Recommendation 6.1 Require an investment analysis for new initiatives as well as look-back
assessments.
Recommendation 6.2 Create rubrics and metrics for establishing spending and investment
priorities, including the identification of funding sources.
Recommendation 6.3 Pilot test zero-based budgeting (ZBB) and outcome-based budgeting
(OBB).

Recommendation 7. Establish the practice of designating three individual Select Board members
as having primary responsibility for a) financial affairs of the Town, b) capital investment plans
and activities, and c) economic development activities inclusive of longrange planning and
zoning reform, with each Select Board member to monitor, evaluate, and supervise the work of
staff with regard to the relevant affairs of the Town. In addition, establish policies and review
responsibilities and authorities to have Select Board members lead by example in the area of
financial discipline and to clarify and consider strengthening the role of the Town Administrator.
Finally, implement a staff-based financial and capital management structure mirroring the
Town’s organization with appropriate oversight assigned to School Committee members and
subcommittees.




Recommendation 7.1. Encourage Select Board Members to lead by example in establishing
improved financial decision making.
Recommendation 7.2. Clarify positions of financial responsibility and authority
Recommendation 7.3. Increase transparency and comprehension through the professional
revision of 1) documentation for budget policies and procedures; and 2) format and content of
financial reports.

Recommendation 8. Revisit the structure, including the revenue allocation formula, of the TownSchool Partnership to ensure that it is better understood and that it best meets the needs of the
Town and Schools in a dynamic manner.
Recommendation 9. Create an enhanced capital planning process covering the Town and
Schools, including regular periodic evaluation of town-owned assets.
Recommendation 10. Develop annual Financial Improvement Plans (FIPs) to pursue highimpact
opportunities to increase revenues (e.g., PILOT program, AirBnB fees, building utilization) and
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better manage costs (e.g., special education medical expenses, building maintenance, new school
construction standards, playgrounds and fields).
Recommendation 11. Annually assess and publicly report the extent to which any projected cost
reductions or revenue increases in the Financial Improvement Plans actually materialize and why
any shortfalls arise. Seek outside independent expertise to a) assist, as needed, in the evaluation
and refinement of Financial Improvement Plans, and b) to provide independent monitoring of the
Town’s and Schools’ compliance with Financial Improvement Plans and the BFAC
Implementation Plan. The Urban Institute and the Bloomberg Harvard City Leadership Initiative
are two widely respected organizations that may provide such services for modest (or no) cost. It
is not required that a single entity provide both services described above.
Recommendation 12. Aggressively pursue new economic development to increase the vibrancy
of the town’s economy, generate new property tax revenues, minimize the burden on residential
taxpayers, and expand payment in lieu of taxes (PILOT) revenues. To this end, enact zoning
changes to incentivize new development and encourage increased density in designated areas. A
significant commitment to strategic planning and public education will be necessary to achieve
this goal.
Recommendation 13. Recommit to maintaining or exceeding, except for periods of extraordinary
circumstances, minimum reserve levels established in the 2011 Fiscal Policy Review Committee
Final Report; to restore funding as soon as possible to meet those thresholds; to add to present
Stabilization Fund policies a minimum requirement; and to implement a new policy to increase
overall fund balances to a target of 15 percent of Revenues within four years. (AA: 30% ≥ n >
15%)





Recommendation 13.1. Restore unassigned fund balance minimum 10 percent of Revenues,
with a target of 12.5% of Revenues.
Recommendation 13.2. Establish a Stabilization Fund Policy of minimum annual funding equal to
0.67%of Revenue
Recommendation 13.3. Replenish and maintain the Stabilization Fund at 50% of the new
Unassigned Fund Balance target.
Recommendation 13.4. Establish a Total Fund Balance (total reserves) policy with floor of 12.3%
of Revenues, with a goal of 15%

Recommendation 14. Establish a maximum debt policy based on the ratio of Direct Debt to
Operating Revenue to not exceed the requirement for the A level credit rating and a formal goal
of achieving a Net Direct Debt to Revenue ratio at the AA level credit rating. In addition,
commit to full disclosure of existing, proposed, and planned borrowings when asking voters to
approve new debt exclusions. Finally, commit to the continual evaluation of alternative debt
structures so as to balance cost, fairness, and the maximization of borrowing flexibility.




Recommendation 14.1. Set policy to have Net Direct Debt (total debt level) divided by Revenue
to at least the A level (0.67x<n<3x)
Recommendation 14.2. Set a goal to achieve Net Direct Debt divided by Revenue to at least the
AA level (0.33x<n<0.67x) by FY36.
Recommendation 14.3. Commit to full disclosure and transparency of existing proposed and
planned borrowings when asking taxpayers to approve new debt exclusions

Recommendation 15. Develop a strategy to plan for periodic operating overrides to supplement
the resources provided by recommendations 11 through 13 in order to meet the community’s
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expectations of more and better services from the Town and Schools while addressing concerns
that would accompany growing the tax base exclusively via accelerated economic development.
To mitigate the dilutive impact of operating overrides’ impact on reserve ratios, require operating
override requests to be “grossedup” to provide sufficient additional funds to maintain reserves at
targeted ratios and to recognize the additional financial risk associated with the newly approved
greater financial obligations. Override resource allocations should be regularly evaluated for
effectiveness in keeping with Recommendation 6 above.






Recommendation 15.1. Any tax should be designed to allow for the broadest range of uses
possible
Recommendation 15.2. Voters must be provided more information when presented with future
override and debt exclusion ballot questions
Recommendation 15.3. As the Town develops plans, it must provide its taxpayers with the
information that allows them to evaluate those plans and their costs on a basis entirely different
from the current piecemeal approach
Recommendation 15.4. Enact a policy to include in operating override requests the additional
amounts necessary to maintain reserves

Recommendation 16. Consolidate Town and School financial planning into a single integrated
financial model that reflects fully allocated costs between the Town and PSB for use in all Town
and School budgeting, investment, and forecasting decisions.
Recommendation 17. Annually compare the Town’s financial position to the Moody’s Scorecard
criteria in order to assess and address any vulnerabilities to preserving Brookline’s AAA credit
rating.
Recommendation 18. Amend Section 2.1.14 of the Town By-Laws to include the requirement
that all Town Meeting Members attend at least one informational/training meeting that covers
the Town budgeting process and financial matters every three years.

ARTICLE 37
Submitted by: Maya Norton, Sasha Kalvert
Scientists’ Warnings on Cataclysmic Climate Crisis
In July 1992, the Union of Concerned Scientists published “World Scientists’ Warning to
Humanity,” an open letter to the governments and people of the world cautioning of cataclysmic
climate change. The paper asserted:
No more than one or a few decades remain before the chance to avert the threats we now
confront will be lost and the prospects for humanity immeasurably diminished.
WARNING: We the undersigned senior members of the world’s scientific community
hereby warn all humanity of what lies ahead. A great change in our stewardship of the
earth and the life on it is required, if vast human misery is to be avoided and our global
home on this planet is not to be irretrievably mutilated… This ethic must motivate a great
movement, convincing reluctant leaders and reluctant governments and reluctant peoples
themselves to affect the needed changes. The scientists issuing this warning hope that our
message will reach and affect people everywhere. We need the help of many.” (1)
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In 2019, more than 25 years after its original publication, a “Second Warning” was published,
with 15,364 scientists from 184 countries signing. They stated:
Since 1992, with the exception of stabilizing the stratospheric ozone layer, humanity has
failed to make sufficient progress in generally solving these foreseen environmental
challenges, and alarmingly, most of them are getting far worse… Humanity is now being
given a second notice… We are jeopardizing our future by not reining in our intense but
geographically and demographically uneven material consumption… It is more severe
than anticipated, threatening natural ecosystems and the fate of humanity… We believe
that prospects will be greatest if policy makers and the rest of humanity promptly respond
to our warning and declaration of climate emergency, and act to sustain life on planet
Earth, our only home.” (2)
Climate Emergency Declarations
Across the world, 1,800 local governments in 33 countries, including 22 communities in
Massachusetts have passed climate emergency declarations. (3) These emergency declarations
are an urgent call to action to change our current systems, which incur devastation on our regions
and contribute, in each and every community and by each and every person, to the climate crisis.
While ‘natural’ disasters may appear geographically isolated, our humanity and ability to survive
on earth is linked to each other. The “Second Warning” urges a societal shift to “transformative
change, with social and ecological justice [that] promises greater human well-being in the longrun.” (ibid)
Just Transition Framework and Life After Peak Oil
Indeed, there is a proposed framework for a new way of living. “Just Transition” provides a
series of developing guidelines for life after Peak Oil.
“Peak Oil” is defined as the year when humans have reached their maximum extraction of
petroleum from the earth. While scientists have not yet determined an exact year, the timeframe
of 2019-2040 has been estimated as the last period that humanity has access to our current levels
of extraction, upon which our societies presently function. (4)
The Just Transition framework is a developing series of guidelines being added to and redefined
as communities begin to shift their ways of being. They provide for a transformation that is
based on equity and social justice, planning and providing for the most vulnerable members of
society with the same care as those with greater resources. Just Transition principles move
communities from an extractive to a regenerative economy, from fossil fuel dependence to net
zero living, with a reliance on cooperation and deep social interdependence. (5, 6)
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(Climate Justice Alliance: Just Transition Principles)

The Proposal: Climate Emergency Brookline
In Brookline’s Climate Emergency Declaration, we propose four ways for Brookline’s transition
to take begin.
1) Declaration of a Climate Emergency, demanding emergency response at emergency speed
2) Establishing a public Climate Mobilization Group, comprised of stakeholders across the
community to act with urgency in creating immediate adaptations for a Just Transition
3) Creation of an aggressive Climate Crisis Action Plan, with a new target of achieving net zero
carbon emissions by 2030 with one- and two-year benchmarks for reaching carbon neutrality
4) Investing in public action and education, specifically holding quarterly community forums
focusing on drawdown and life After Peak Oil

This is only a start. But we must act with urgency and intention: with a purposeful drive toward
immediate action in order to make this vital shift, for which our lives and the well-being of our
communities depend.

Citations:
1) “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity,” Union of Concerned Scientists (1992):
https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/1992-world-scientists-warning-humanity
2) “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice,” William Ripple, et al. (2019):

https://scientistswarning.forestry.oregonstate.edu/sites/sw/files/Warning_article_with_su
pp_11-13-17.pdf
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3) Climate Emergency Declaration and Mobilization in Action (website):
a. US climate declarations: www.cedamia.org/ced-regions-in-usa
b. Global climate declarations: www.cedamia.org/global
4) “Peak Oil,” Wikipedia: retrieved February 2021: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peak_oil
5) “Just Transition Principles,” Climate Justice Alliance: https://climatejusticealliance.org/justtransition
6) “Just Transition: A Report for the OECD,” Just Transition Centre (2017):
https://www.oecd.org/environment/cc/g20-climate/collapsecontents/Just-Transition-Centrereport-just-transition.pdf

ARTICLE 38
Submitted by: Deborah Brown, Luciana Schachnik, Arthur Conquest and Jonathan Klein
Brookline has substantial affordable housing needs that go unmet. This novel approach shifts a
great deal of the burden for evaluating these public parcels onto the hands of experienced
affordable housing developers to produce a preliminary site assessment and pre-development
review. They would submit their findings to the Town in order to issue a request for proposal in
order to transfer the land.

Source: brookline housing production plan, july 2016

ARTICLE 39
Submitted by: Deborah Brown, Luciana Schachnik, Arthur Conquest and Jonathan Klein
Brookline has substantial affordable housing needs that go unmet. This novel approach shifts a
great deal of the burden for evaluating these public parcels onto the hands of experienced
affordable housing developers to produce a preliminary site assessment and pre-development
review. They would submit their findings to the Town in order to issue a request for proposal in
order to transfer the land.
Source: brookline housing production plan, july 2016
ARTICLE 40
Submitted by: Daniel Saltzman, TMM-6; Bonnie Bastien, TMM-5
BIG's long-term future of community media services to the Town of Brookline is in crisis.
Despite BIG's 35-year long efforts to assure all voices in our community are amplified, that local
stories and organizations have access to media making and a digital platform, and that local
democracy is kept transparent, the traditional funding of BIG, cable fees, is in a precipitous
decline. We must ensure the long term financial viability of Brookline Interactive Group (BIG)
to secure its critical and timely services to the Town of Brookline.
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This warrant article This article seeks to provide budget guidance to the Town to allow BIG to
continue to support the Town into the future, by stabilizing its funding and exploring new
partnerships and to raise awareness in order to begin a discussion about funding changes.
Solution
This warrant article seeks to address these issues by:
1. Encouraging the town to commit to stable funding for BIG long-term through increasing the
percentage of cable fees the Town allocates to BIG for the above services.
2. Explore further collaboration with BIG to maximize the public benefit of the cable franchise
fees to the Town (i.e institutional Internet at public buildings, municipal fiber research, job
training and technical training to seniors, etc.) About BIG
Founded 35 years ago, Brookline Interactive Group (BIG), formerly known as BATV, is an
independent, non-profit organization serving the community media needs of Brookline residents.
Rooted in the legacy of public access television, BIG's funding, relationships, and education
programs are focused on traditional media and a cable-distribution model. BIG offers extensive
training in digital storytelling, video production and editing, graphics and animation, as well as
web development, providing access to high-quality filmmaking and studio equipment to all of
Brookline.
BIG's community cable channels distribute public safety and community governance
information, coverage of community-wide discussions, government meetings, public hearings,
community news journalism programs, and provides media coverage for hundreds of hours of
local events, lectures, and performances.

Why This Warrant Article
BIG is the only source of hyperlocal, broadcasted community content, amplifying the voices of
all residents, offering public access to media making equipment, and providing classes for lowincome residents, job training programs for youth, and comprehensive tech training for seniors,
all in collaborations with nearly all nonprofit, education, and governmental committees and
entities in Town. BIG operates two traditional community cable channels and multiple live cable
streams online, live streamed on Facebook and YouTube and via cable television over Comcast
and RCN. BIG's Civic (government and educational) channels are Comcast 23 and RCN 15;
Community (public access) channels are Comcast 3 and RCN 6 & 613.

Summary of BIG'S Key Programs in 2020-21
• Live coverage via cable and online platforms and archiving of Town Meeting, Select
Board and School Committee meetings, as well as over 500 other community
meetings as requested and staffing allows
• Extended education & remote learning opportunities for youth and seniors
• During COVID-19 BIG quickly pivoted to provide a nationally-recognized, innovative
response
• Increased government coverage and training programs for electeds, staff and Town committees
and commissions beginning on March 16th • Daily Public Health & Emergency Information
posts supporting local businesses, non profits, and town departments and
committees/commissions regarding Covid-19 • Improved quality of live meetings, all managed
remotely for staff and public safety
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• Customized programming for seniors- i.e. printed program guide, intergenerational storytelling,
health and safety information,and the production of historical documentaries for Brookline
Community Aging Network (BCAN), the Brookline Senior Center, MLK Day Celebration
Committee, and the League of Women Voters, etc.
• Increased coverage of community decision-making (including elections forums and live
election night coverage, voter education videos, BHS graduation) and created graphics, videos,
and produced fundraising events for community support organizations (including for Mutual Aid
Brookline, Safety Net, The Brookline Food Pantry, BCF, Brookline Strong,
Brookline Community Engagement Committee, Inclusive Brookline, BTC, Steps to Success,
Brookline Youth Awards, etc.) For its many contributions in Town in 2020, BIG is being
awarded the 2020 Cultural Contributor Award by the Brookline Commission for the Arts. This
award is an annual award recognizing one person or organization that has made a significant
contribution to the cultural life of Brookline. Stable Funding
Federal law allows a maximum of 5% of funding from the Town's contracts with the cable
companies (Comcast and RCN, essentially in return for the public right of way to cable services
in Brookline) to support public access television and community media. Brookline receives the
full 5% from these companies, allocates 2% to BIG, and puts an additional 3% in the General
Fund. We're asking for an increase in BIG's share over time. In some communities, like in
Newton, the entire 5% of the cable fee income is allocated to community media services.
Further Partnerships
As our residents move away from cable to direct Internet access to news and entertainment, the
funds raised by this 5% will continue to decrease. This article urges the Town to consider longterm opportunities to partner with BIG and to explore additional ways to provide alternative
funding and use the resources of BIG in ways that are not tied to cable revenue. We hope a
robust public discussion of our licensing and contracts will help identify similar opportunities for
the Town to obtain public benefit and to support the ability of BIG to provide long-term services
to the Town.
Innovating Into the Future
BIG is one of the most innovative community media centers in the country, establishing public
access to traditional and emerging media and storytelling, awarded regional, national and
international recognition for the high caliber of individual, youth, senior and staff-produced
media content and documentaries. BIG has also been recognized for their innovative work in
emerging and new media, and for collaborations with organizations like the Boston Globe, the
United Nations Environmental Assembly, and the Virtual World Society. BIG is a leader in a
national network of 1500 community television stations and community media arts organizations
that provide a variety of media and telecommunications needs in local communities. In recent
years BIG has reimagined itself as a next-generation media arts organization and national leader;
teaching 27 afterschool programs for children and youth, operating a paid job training media arts
apprenticeship program for high school youth, and managing media literacy and production
programs for K-12 students and educators, with over 500 regional participants in its programs.
BIG offers production grants and screenings, film sprints, classes, and cohort filmmaking
programs, and provides media services to nonprofits, artists, libraries, educators, and
government. BIG's project, the Public VR Lab, is building a new field for community-based
virtual and extended reality (XR) through facilitating community access to VR tools, creating
best practices, providing low-cost training, equipment, and producing content to promote virtual
reality in the public interest. BIG's innovative project, Arrival VR, an immigration/migration
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project of 400 years of American immigration/migration, is currently under consideration for
adoption by the national Innovation Lab of the AARP.
Visit www brooklinejnteractjye.org to read more about BIG's work in Brookline and beyond.

ARTICLE 41
Any reports from Town Officers and Committees are included under this article in the Combined
Reports. Town Meeting action is not required on any of the reports.
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